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Abstract 

Large vocabulary continuous speech recognition (LVCSR), which aims for automatic 

recognition of natural and fluent speech without lexical restriction, is a key technology for 

realizing intelligent speech media information processing and friendly human interfaces. 

It will give rise to many applications such as speech-to-text input, automatic captioning of 

broadcasting media, dictation of documents in judicial and medical domains, automatic 

transcription of lectures and meetings . 

With the assumption of large vocabulary and continuous speech, the number of pos

sible hypotheses increases explosively to a great amount . So an efficient search algorithm 

that can find the most likely sentence hypothesis fast is essential. Especially, as a large

scale, detailed and computationally expensive models such as long word Lgram chains or 

phonetic context-dependent acoustic models are typically used in LVCSR, the algorithm 

must apply them efficiently. 

The one-pass search algorithm is widely adopted in current LVCSR systems, but apply

ing those detailed models once at a time needs much computational cost, which hampers 

total processing efficiency and sometin1es results in the search failures. Thus, we study a 

multi-pass approach for LVCSR. The search is divided into several passes and models are 

applied from simple ones to detailed ones . As the preliminary passes gradually narrow 

the search space, large-scale models are easily applied . It is also easy to introduce other 

complicated linguistic knowledge for further refinement. 

In this thesis, we focus on multi-pass search algorithm for large vocabulary continuous 

speech recognition, especially a two-pass heuristic search strategy based on tree-trellis 

algorithm. The first pass performs recognition process using simple models, and outputs 

the results in sorne intermediate form . The second pass performs search again with 

detailed n1odels, using the preliminary results as heuristic information. Specifically, we 

(1) use simple but powerful constraint such as single tree lexicon and word-pair gramrnar 

to compute good heuristics, and (2) store the results by the form of word trellis index, 
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that is free fr01n information loss and realizes accurate coring in the later pass. Then, 

( 3) the second pass realizes an A * search by stack decoding using the results of the first 

pii.ss as the heuristics. Vve realize the two-pass search algorithm based on the~ c ideas in 

two rrcognition fran1eworks, one based on deterministic hand-written gra1n1nar and one 

based on statistical 'vord N-gran1 language n1odel. 

In Chapter 2, a two-pass search algorith1n based on word N-gra1n language n1odel 

is pursued. Word -grain is a statistical model that cstin1ates probabilities of word 

tuples from a large corpus, and is used 1nainly for non-specific task such as dictation 

syste1ns. As all words can connect to any hypothesis, search bec01ncs IllOrE' difficult than 

gramn1ar-based recognition. 

Word graph method is an intermediate form popular arnong multi-pass recognition 

syste1ns. As it definitely aligns words to a certain segrnent of speech input, it cannot 

represent the variance of 1natching length depending on the \YOrd context . This is cased 

by generating different hypotheses for every preceding ·word but it re1narkably increases 

con1putational cost. Therefore we introduce another intermediate forn1 called · word trellis 

index" , which keeps track of all survived word ends in successive frarncs with their scores. 

As the word boundaries are represented non-deterministically, they can be determined on 

the s cond search, where strict -best scoring can be performed using a stack decoder. 

Approximation errors on the first pass can be also recoYered on the later pass. The al

goritlnn is in1plen1ented in our recognition engine Julius and evaluated on 5,000-worcl 

recognition of newspaper read speech, and it is shown that our engine performs accurate 

search ahnost equal to the convenbonal word-graph method, while the required Inern

or:v arnount was red need from hundreds of In ega bytes to dozens of megabytes. Finally, 

recognition accuracy of 94.4% was achieved in that task. 

In Chapter 3, we propose an efficient two-pass search algorithm for grammar-based 

large YOcabulary continuous spe ch recognition. The gramn1ar-based recognition is used 

in a field where the task is limited and the utterance pattern is definite. As the word 

hypothesis network expanded from the gram1nar grows explosively in large vocabulary, the 

popular ouc-pass search algorithm cannot handle the1n effectively. Also the grammatical 

rule is often not sufficient a. con traint for \Vord prediction in large vocabulary. Toward 

these problc1ns. we (1) extract a c01npa ·t category-pair constraint from the given grammar 

to represent a powerful heuristic . (2) organize a tree- tructurcd word lexi ·on for every 

word category. and (3) keep index of the preliminary fran1c-wi e results to predict the 
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probable words on the second pass. These mrthods arc int.cgratr.cl togc:thcr to avoid the 

explosion of search space and perform efficient search. 

We implemented the methods into a recognition parser Julian , and compared it with 

a standard one-pass beam search decoder on a recognition task of a 5 ,000-vvorcl gran11nar. 

Our parser outperformed the one-pass beam search, causing no errors even when the 

beam width is one tenth. It also worked stably with any gramrnar regardless of its size or 

complexity. Finally, our parser achieved the word accuracy of 91.4% (with the real time 

factor of 2.2). 

In Chapter 4, we propose a phonetic tied-mixture (PTM) acoustic model that realizes 

more efficient decoding. Th dominant approach of acoustic modeling in LVCSR is large

scale tied-state triphone HMM . Although it 1nakes detailed and accurate scoring, it needs 

a very large amount of Gaussian distributions that contains much redundancy. Our new 

mouel represents triphones efficiently by sharing a set of Gaussian uistributions by the 

position of states in each phoneme, while having their own weights for different contexts. 

Evaluation results on a 20,000-word recognition task showed that our PTM model achieves 

almost the same accuracy of the be t tied-state triphone, word error rate of 7.0 10, with 

one fourth of the paran1eters defined. 

Furthermore we introduce a technique called Gaussian pruning, which aborts eval

uation of Gaussian distributions of low probability for efficient acoustic computation. 

vVe found that computing only 3% of the Gaussian sets achieves the same accuracy in 

our PTM model. Se' eral pruning methods are compared, and the bearn pruning, where 

the pruning threshold is set independently for every vector dimension, realizes the best 

performance. Finally, acoustic computation cost is reduced to one fifth. 

In Chapter 5 a Japanese dictation system integrating these techniques is described. 

Our speech recognition engine is designed to have a co1nmon interface to various kinds 

of rnodels. This portability realizes plug-and-play framework, where various language 

models and acoustic models developed at other sites arc put and tested for evaluation. 

The best system achieves word accuracy of approximately 95% in a 20,000-word dictation 

task, and an efficient version achieves over 90% in real time recognition. It also works in 

a 60 000-word task , where the word accuracy is 94%. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Spoken language is one of the most essential ways of communication for us. It has been 

used in the human history for thousands of years before characters were invented, and 

babies acquire speaking naturally before readin g and -vvri ting. EYcll in the modern society, 

telephone and television are more popular and easier way than postal mail, electric mail 

and books. But the main man-machine interface is still text-based or character-based 

ones such as keyboard or writing pen. As these methods are not natural and intuitive, 

people have to do training or get accustomed to its usage . Therefore, the technology of 

automatic speech recognition is essential to realize a truly human-friendly interface easily 

available for everyone. This technique incorporates the spoken language as a medium 

for man-machine interface , and also gives rise to applications such as speech-to-text in

put , automatic captioning of broadcasting media, dictation of documents in judicial and 

medical domains, automatic transcription of lectures and 1neetings . 

Continuous speech recognition of spoken utterance has almost been realized for small 

or middle vocabulary (dozens or hundreds of words) in the past works. As the number 

of possible hypotheses is limited to a small amount, it is easy to compute all possible 

sentence hypotheses by full search and find the optimal hypothesis in a short time. 

But in a large vocabulary continuous speech task, the search becomes substantially 

difficult since the number of possible sentence hypotheses grows enormously as the vo

cabulary size gets large . Furthermore, the language 1nodel and acoustic model for such 

task usually become large-scaled and detailed for high resolution , so their computational 

cost al o increases remarkably. Even if the models have high potential ac ·uracy, they 

are useless if they cannot be applied within practical computation. Therefore, to realize 

a continuous speech recognition of large vocabulary ta. k, an algorithrn that efficiently 

1 



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

applies large scale nwdelfl and finds optin1al solutions i essentially needed. 

In thi: thesis , an efficient search algoritlun for large vocabulary continuous speech 

recognition is studied. Our goal is to realizr large vocabulary continuous speech recogni

tion without search errors and perform it in real time with least accuracy degradati011. 

1.1 Problems 

1.1.1 Framework of Continuous Speech Recognition with Prob

abilistic Models 

The basic fra1nework of continuous speech recognition based on inforn1ation theory is 

described in Figure 1.1. Given an observation (i.e. speech input) _\'", the output is the 

nwst likely word sequence T¥ . 

lV =argmax P( wj ""\) 
w 

According to Bayes' rule, the probability is decomposed as follow . 

P(w/.X) = P( .. Y/w)P(w) 
P(.X) 

Since P(~Y) does not affect the choice of vV, recognition is formulated as follows . 

argmax P(w/X) =argmax P(X/w)P(w) 
w w 

(1.1) 

(1.2) 

(1.3) 

The probability P(X /w) means the output probability of the given speech for the word 

sequence which is given by an acoust ic model, and the probability P( w) is providrcl by 

a language model that evaluates hmv plausible the word sequence is in the context . The 

result will be the one that has the largest value of the product of the two probabilities . 

Actually, the linguistic constraint or vocabulary gives constraint of word sequence and 

aconstic probabilities are cmnputed only for allowed words. Thus, the continuo us ·pcech 

recognition can be formulatrd as a search problen1, to find the best word sequence under 

giYen linguistic and acoustic constraints. 

Thr most popular acoustic model is a Hidd n Markov Niodel (HI'v1l'v1), where speech 

sigual is modrlrcl as tin1e-sequcntial automata that compute output probabilities for given 

speech cgrnent (frr:tme) and also have probabili t ic transition. Typically an acoustic model 

is defined for a phonc1ne. and a sentence hypothesis is represented by the con cat nation 

of the Hi\I Is. 

1.1. PROBLEl\!IS 3 

Input Speech X 

~ 
I Acoustic Model t Word Pronunciation 

I 

p(X/W) 
Dictionary 

Recognition Program p(W) I 

(Decoder) -.... I Language Model 

p(W/X) = p(W)p(X/W) 

! 
Output Word Sequence W 

Figure 1.1: Continuous speech recognition 

The acoustic probability of a hypothesis is computed by finding the best transition 

path on HMM trellis. The HMM trellis is the state space of the hypothesis HMM expanded 

to time axis of the input speech according to the allowed transitions (Figure 1.2). To find 

the best path, Viterbi algorithm is applied from the starting frame to the end frame, and 

the probability for every transition and for output of every frame arc accumulated as the 

total acoustic probability. 

1.1.2 Difficulty in Large Vocabulary CSR 

The study of large vocabulary continuous speech recognition (LVCSR) includes problems 

in 'continuous" speech recognition of "large vocabulary' literally. Each problem brings 

its own difficulty, but treating both at a same time makes problem much more difficult to 

solve _ In general, "large vocabulary" means more than thousands of wordfl in quantity. 

The number of hypotheses to appear grows enormously in proportion to the vocabulary 

Sl Ze . 

Recognizing continuous speech has another difficulty that the nmnbcr of contained 

words and t heir lengths are totally unknown , and thus any combination of words must be 

examined. This time-dimensional ambiguity causes search space to grow enormously and 

makes the search hard to terminate. It is possible to do full search when the vocabulary 

is small , but it becomes a serious problem in large vocabulary task. 

Thus, LVCSR is a difficult problem involving the generality of task and huge search 
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input speech 

HMM trellis 

Figure 1.2: Viterbi algorithn1 on Hi\'.If\1 trellis 

space expanding the word axis by large vocabulary and the tin1e di1nension by handling 

continuous speech sirnultaneously. To realize this , besides accurate acoustic and language 

nwdels, an efFective search algorithm and total system integrat ing these factors in high 

level are needed . 

1.1.3 Models for LVCSR 

In general , LVCSR usc, simple but large-scale statistical models such as context-dependent 

phoneme Hf\Hvis and word N-gram models . These models can fairly express the underlying 

knowledge of training sets with a statistical method . Recently these approaches have been 

proved to be successful in LVCSR, since its structure and training procedure arc very 

sirnple enough to take advantage of the scalability of large training set, free from human 

errors. 

But a large amount of training data is needed to reliably estimate these n1odels . 

Although nwr con1plex rnodel. with many parameters can result in more accurate recog

nition , it is hard to collect so large training corpus for every task dmnain in n1any cases . 

And the growiug cmupntational cosL is also a critical issue when realiziug a recognit ion 

system . So the conYentioual n1cthod of giving the task gran1mar by hand is still u.-eful. 

1.1. PROBLElviS 5 

Table 1.1: CI / CD models for phonerne /a/ 
CI monophone a 

CD biphonc a+k, a+d , a+i , ... 
triphone s-a+k, s-a+d , s-a+i , ... t-a+k, t-a+d, t-a+i , ... 

The following describes acoustic model and language 1nodel used in current LVCSR 

systems. 

Written Grammar and Word N -gram Language Model 

The language model is often given as either a set of grammatical rules or a statistical n1odel 

like word N-gram to provide linguistic preference . A deterministic model, like context

free or regular grammar , also constrains the hypothesis space by itself, as it specifics the 

allo-wed word sequences explicitly and definitely. vVith an indetenninistic and probabilistic 

model like probabilistic grammar or word N-gram, many words can follow other words 

given any probabilities , and thus search space often becomes large and makes it hard to 

search for the optimu1n hypothesis . 

Context-Dependent Phoneme HMM 

Baseline acoustic models are based on monophone HM fs , that is defined for a phonerne. 

This is also called a context-independent (CI) model. As the actual phonemes appeared 

in continuous utterance are known to vary by co-articulation effects with the surrounding 

environment , context-dependent (CD) rnodels are most popular in current systerns. A 

model that defines different phonemes depending on either the preceding or following 

phoncrncs is called biphone n1odel , and a model considering dependency on both sides is 

called triphone. Table 1.1 shmvs exarnple models for a phoneme I a / . 

The model is typically defined as a mixture density HMT'v'I where output probability 

for each H IM state is represented by weighed linear combination of several continuous 

Gaussian densities . 

The number of parameters increases enormously when considering long dependencies. 

Fron1 a monophone model of k phonemes , k2 biphones and k3 triphoncs are made. For 

cxarnple, there are about 40 phonemes in J apancse, so there arc 403 = 64000 triphones. 

Thus, a sort of parameter sharing and tying in various model layers (rnodels , . tatcs , 

rnixtures, etc.) is essential for the context-dependent models. 
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The inter-word context dependency is not easy to handle. As the connections of words 

clymunically determined while in a search. a ·word rnust have multiple triphone variants 

for different connecting words on the end. Expanding all triphones on the edge for all 

possible hypotheses results in large computational cost. 

But treating the cross-word dependency is essential for achieving high accuracy. Espe

cially, as many short words consisting of only one or two phonemes appear very frequently 

in Japanese , such as I o/ , I g a/ , the effect \vill be larger. This is brcause Japanese texts 

arc not space-separated and needs rnorpheme analysis, thus the unit of recognition is 

usually a n1orpheme rather than a word. 

1.2 Approach 

The most popular search method is one-pass beam decoding. in which input spe ch is 

scanned for only once and all the n1odels and constraints are applied at a single pass. In 

large vocabulary task , applying full detailed models to all the hypotheses often co. ts too 

much to be handled. 

In this thesis, we adopt a multi-pass search strategy. Models are separated and grad

ually applied in several passes. First, the whole input is scanned with a srnall and inex

pensive rnodels to get the prelin1inary result. Then th search is perfonned with detailed 

and expensive models. The advantage over the conventional one-pass decoding is that, 

by using the infonnation of the preliminary pass as a heuristics the search space of Lhe 

second search becmnes substantially narrower and computation cost will be nmch lc. s. 

This ad,·autage of multi-pass approach will becmnc more remarkable when vocabulary 

grows larger and models becorne more complex. 

As the actual search 1uethocl should differ depending on the class of linguistic con

sLraint, 1vc pnrsnc efficient search algorithn1. for both determini. t ic grammar and proba

bilistic \\'ord N-gnun model. 

The expensive acoustic matching co t i. also one of the main problems in large vo

cabulary continuons spec h recognition. vVe investigate an efficient parameter sharing 

rnetlwd in acoustic model to suppres. the total anwunt of aco ustic matching. 

1.3. OUTLINE OF THE THESIS 
-
I 

1.3 Outline of the Thesis 

In chapter 2, we makr an m·crTi<'W of word .\-grHtll l><t:-,c'd large , ·ocalmlar.' · continttou:-, 

sperch recognition , and present a Jl('\\' IH'11ristic s<'arch <tlgoritlttll nsi11g word t rcllis i11dex. 

It is an exteusi011 of trellis form to lH' dfici<'ttt and a<TttntiC' for lllrge , ·ocahulrtr.' · task. 011r 

developed portable recognition C'ngiuc .Julins is t he'll <'xplain<'d with its ilnpi<'UH'llt at ion 

techniques . The algorithm is eval11at<'d in .).000-word dictation task. 

In chapter 3. we present an efficient A* scardt nwtllod for gnmm11.u-bascd large Yocah

ulary continnons speech recognition. :\ftcr s<'rlrch problcnt witl1 larg<' Yocah11lar~ · grantlllill' 

is reviewed , thC' A * searc·h 11sing catq;or~·-p,1ir constn1i1tt as h<'tlristics is prcsentC'd. It is 

then cvalnatcd in comparison with populru onc-pa:-,s l><'rllll sc'atTh. TIH' algorit Inn is also 

implemented as a portablE' recognition pnrsC'r cCill<'d .Julian. 

In chapter 1. a new acoustic H).I~l for <'ffici<'llt ci<Toding ts inYestigat<'d. A JH'\\' 

schrmr of parameter sharing bC'tW<'<'ll triphmH'S is proposc'd against th<' pop1dar shar<'d

statc triphones or tied-mixture uJod<'ls. It achi<'\ '<'s l>otlt r<'li<1i>l<' paralll<'tC'r <'stilllat ioll 

and efficiPnt d<'coding of larg<·-scalc' acoustic utod<'ls. Th<' hwd syst<'lll p<'rfonnau<·<· Oil 

20,000-word dictation is report<'d. 

In chapter 5, the JaparH'S<' Dictation Syst<'lll basc'd o11 ottr rc•cognition <'ugirl<' is iut ro

ducecl and it~ p<TfonllC:Uln' is shown. Otu· <'ngiiH' has 1><'<'11 a part of thC' .Japan<'S<' Diet at io11 

Toolkit Project. in which man~· rcsrn.rchns ou speech t"<'<"<>gllition in .Japan an· <'ttgag<'d to 

deYclop free, standard and portable r<'cognition mod11l<·s n.s a Ct>Jllllton sharahl<' platfonn 

for L\'CSR. Its framework and th<' <"lllT<'nt S_\'St<'m p<'l'fonuancc· an' H'l)()l'tC'd. 

Chapter 6 cond udes the t hc'sis. 



Chapter 2 

LVCSR Algorithm using Word 
N-grarn Language Model 

2.1 Introduction 

Automatic speech recognition with unconstrained vocabulary becomes feasible as large

scale and well-organized text and speech corpus such as newspaper articles has been 

developed in recent years[1][2][3][4]. In this chapter, we address an efficient two-pass 

search algorithm for large vocabulary continuous speech recognition based on statistical 

language model. 

We focus on multi-pass search t hat narrows the search space gradually and allows 

much detailed and expensive models to be applied with much less computational cost. 

This approach, however, has a potential problem that the incorrect preliminary matching 

results can cause serious errors that cannot be recovered on the later rescoring process. 

Especially, representing the preli1ninary results in popular word-graph form causes unre

coverable errors, because it definitely aligns words to a certain speech scg1ncnt and docs 

not allow re-alignment on the later pass. Using word-pair approximation cases this er

ror, but generating different hypotheses for every preceding word increases computational 

cost . 

Toward this problem, we propose a search algorithm with a trellis-based interface 

called "word trellis index" . It keeps every hypothesis boundary indefinitely and allows 

re-aligning on t he later pass. Vve also develop a portable LVCSR engine called Jul ius and 

evaluated it in recognition of read speech of newspaper articles . 

In the next section, search algorithms for N-gram based large vocabulary continuous 

speech recognition are reviewed. Then various multi-pass search algorithms are compared 

9 
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with resp<'ct to thr intennediate forrn bcbveen passes and a ne-vv interface is proposed in 

the third section. Thr forth section gives the specification of our recognition engine ancl 

rxplains various search techniques adopted. 

2.2 Word N-gram Language Model 

An ideal language n1odcl for LVCSR should be able to represent the underlying rules inde

pendent on the text domain . As many researchers engaged in natural language processing 

have tried to describe a task-independent and universal grammar by their own hands in 

many years , they are not shown to be successful so far. 

On the other hand, a statistical approach has becorne popular in recent years. It 

simply counts the frequency of a word or word sequence from a large text corpus such as 

newspaper articles, and n1odels occurrences of text using the probability based on counts. 

without using any linguistic apriori . Given enough text corpus, it is considered to be able 

to reflect the knowledge underlying on the corpus . 

The rnost popular statistical language model used in current LVCSR s~ ·stcllls is word L 

grain rnodc'l. It is a l\!Iarkov rnodcl where word probability is detenninecl on the preceding 

(N - 1) words. In general, the probability for a sentence of n words 1V = w 1 . w2 , . .. : W n is 

explained in the following equation, 

(2.1) 

wherC' w7 is an abbreviation of \vord sequence w1 , w2 , ... , Wn. The word ~ -gran1 assurncs 

each word probabilities to be dependent on only (N - 1) words . 

(2.2) 

Thus, this n1odel represents the relationship of nearby words . 

As all possible N-word tuples have to be assigned with some probability, a very large 

text database is needed to train the word -grarn. For example when learning a v:ord 3-

granl for a vocabulary of 5,000 word. , probability for 125 x 109 tuples should be rsti1nated . 

As it is essentially impossible to covers all the tuple., the probability of an uucovercd N 

tuple is nonnally extrapolated by "backing-off", which assigns the discounted probabili ty 

of "unsren" -tuple b:y 7V- 1-grain probability. Also, cutting off tuples of low frequency 

is effective to make training nwre reliably and reduce the nwdcl size . These rnethods are 

comrnonly adopted in current recognition models. 
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Currently, word 3-gnun is most cmnmonly used in the LVCSR systerns. Smne study 

concludes that using longer distance (N = 4, 5) has a little effect in accuracy, but the 

computational cost grows inevitably high. So the recent works focnscs on other variants 

such as class N-gram or variable-length N-gram, or their hybrids. 

2.3 Review of Search Algorithms for LVCSR 

The purpose of the search algorithm in LVCSR is to find the best word sequence which 

most explains the input speech under the given language and acoustic rnodel. As the 

search space becomes extremely large in LVCSR, "pruning" is the principal and basic 

idea. The unpromising hypotheses should be discarded or excluded frmn evaluation while 

searching. However, if the path to the optimum result is cut off in the middle of the search, 

it will never appear again and the search will fail. An efficient search is to find the optimum 

result in least steps without expanding unnecessary hypotheses . Actually, a dynamic and 

precise pruning is essential in LVCSR, since word N-gram allows the connection of any 

words with smne probability and thus does not provide linguistic constraint onto the 

search space. Thus, the way the hypotheses are scored and thresholds are set is a crucial 

issue that directly affects the performance of pruning. 

As pruning by only local information can results in such pruning errors, a sort of 

heuristic information or looking-ahead is effective to constrain the search space. ThC' 

pruning becomes more stable as the look-ahead reaches more distant, but looking ahead 

for a long distance causes a delay of main speech processing and hampers real time 

processing. It can, however, sufficiently narrow the search . pace and total search time is 

faster. Thus, heuristics contributes to both speed and accuracy. This tendency will be 

rernarkable on larger vocabulary. 

In the following, the search algorithms used in current LVCSR systems arc classified 

and cmnparcd in various views. 

2 .3.1 U nit of Scanning 

First, search algorithms are classified by the type of scanning unit . 

Fram e Sy nchronous Search The search proceeds synchronously with the input time 

frame . All hypotheses are scanned simultaneously for every incoming frarne , and word 
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speech input 

t 

beam threshold 

score 

Figure 2.1: Fraine synchronous search 

hypotheses are expanded on demand. Figure 2.1 illustrates how the search proceeds. This 

is equivalent to the Viterbi operation of searching the best path on an H~C\l trellis . As 

the applied time length is identical for all hypotheses, their likelihood scores arc also of 

the san1e scale and can be compared without any normalization. But since the words 

are expanded asynchronously with the search procedure, handling inter-\YOrd context 

dependency is con1 plicated . 

B<'am pruning is usually used with the frame-synchronous search . For e\·ery incon1ing 

frame , all existing hypotheses are evaluated and only those of high likelihood can survive 

in the next fran1e. The threshold is determined on the node (Hl\Ii\1 statr) level, but 

word-level threshold can be introduced by setting another threshold only for the \\ ord 

ends. 

Frame Asynchronous Search The search proceeds according to the unit of the rnod

els, i.e. , words or phoneme~. In each step, new hypotheses are expanded and 1natched 

to the input (Figure 2.2). This is quivalent to the tree search on word space . As the 

word expansion is sin1ultaneous with the search step, inter-word context dependency can 

be easily introduced to the search. Other various word-level constraints such as se1nantic 

rules can be also easily integrated to the search. 

As the n1atching length to the input differs between hypotheses, some nonnalization 

such as averaging or adding filler scores is needed to compare the hypotheses. 
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speech input 
t 

Figure 2.2: Frame asynchronous search 

The beam pruning is also applicable. All existing hypotheses are expanded and those 

of high score. survive, keeping the same depth. Best-first stack decoding is also possible 

with this form. 

Envelope Search[5] This i. an intermediate method of the above two mrthods. The 

decoding is performed per word, while acoustic matching and hypothesis pruning arc exe

cuted for each frame. The thresholds are kept for each frarne and updated incrementally, 

activating or de-activating each hypothesis in turn. 

2.3.2 Number of Scanning Passes 

r\ext, various search algorithms for LVCSR are cmnpared by the number of passes. From 

a view of search problern, this issue is closely related to the distance of the heuristics (or 

look-aheads) to be considered . 

One Pass[6] The input is scanned only once, applying all the models together at a time 

without any look-ahead (Figure 2.3). Instead of using looking-ahead or heuristics , it uses 

available constraints as early as possible to get a precise score even in partial hypothcsRs 

frmn the start . As search is performed only once, it is possible that recognition finishes as 

soon as the input is ended . But when applying large and expensive models such as word 

3-grarn or triphone HMM at once, treating all the context dependencies for every partial 

hypothesis at the same time in parallel is very difficult to implement and can make the 
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--scanned--+t-

score 

Figure 2.3: One-pass search 

total recognition speed much slower. 

Fast Match[7] [2] In addition to the one-pass method , rough matching to several frames 

ahead with a sirnpl nwclels is performed in order to narrovv the next upcoming word 

hypotheses (Figure 2.4). Only the words whose beginning phoneme has survived on the 

look-ahead rnatching are expanded. This method is called "fast match'", and uses only 

rough and short-range heuristics for high-speed recognition. 

Multi-Pass[8] [9] This scans the whole input several times in turn, gradually narrowing 

the search space. The preliminary results serve as a long-distance look-ahead infonnation 

that works for both pruning and heuristic information on the later pass (Figure 2.5). First 

the input is roughly scanned with simple models such as context-independent Hi\1 1, and 

some result arc generated in a certain form to be used in the later pass. After the scan 

reaches the end then the next search is started with more detailed models . 

As the search space i gradually narrowed between the passes, complex and expensive 

models can be ea ily introduced . However, as the later pass cannot be started unti l the 

previous pass finished, the turn-around or response is slower than the one-pass method. 

The BYBLOS systern[8] is the one that takes this approach. 

Each pass can use different method . Typically, the first pass does simple frame

synchronous search for efficiency, and the later pass performs word unit-based search for 

accuracy. 
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1-phone look-ahead 

score 

Figure 2.4: Fast match 

--scanned-..... ~ ....... ..... ....... ......... ............. . 
~----------------_,_~ .. ; speech input 

#,' : 

.. ·< .. ··.~~)·: 
... -·.:.?..-/-·.:-<> .. preliminary path 

full look-ahead 

score 

Figure 2.5: Multi-pass search 
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detailed ~result text~ 
match ~ kaigi ni... 

: detaHe:d :: 
:: f~r1gi.Jflg~ :: 
: :fiiq{j¢1:::::: .. 

·~ 

F igure 2.6: An LVCSR systern using multi-pass search 

2.3.3 Advantage of Multi-Pass Search 

In statistical Ino cle]s, long distance models such as word 3-gram or 4-graul , t riphone or 

quint-phone HMI\1 are effective to improve recognition accuracy, as more precise context 

dependency is modeled . But the cost of its reference and application in search grows 

enormously as t he rnodels become more detailed . For example, to apply 3-gram, we 

rnust keep t he history of last two words for every search nodes . Triphones must be 

applied considering the preceding and following phonernes, which dynamically change 

everywhere while s arch . Thus applying them all in a single pass is a very hard task 

and requires a highly sophisticated and c01nplex implementation, which may results in a 

slower recogni tion. 

A rnult i-pass search , on t he other hand , can handle even such complex models easier, as 

the preli1ninary pass narrows the search space effectively. Especially, using the preliminary 

acoustic 1natching results is very effective in LVCSR, since word N-gram cannot, unlike 

gramn1atical rules , give deterministic constraints on the word connection . F igure 2.6 

sho\\ s a data flow of t:vpical L\ CSR system using two-pass search algorit hm. 

2.4 Issues on Multi-Pass Search Algorithm 

Based on the reviews in t he previous section , we adopt a two-pass search algori t hms de

scribed below. The first pass oriented for effi ciency, uses left-to-r ight frame-synchronous 

bearn search with word 2-grarn and triphone H !f~1 , vvhcre inter-word context dependency 

is discarded or appro:x:ima tr ]y handled . T he intennediate results arc stored in a certain 
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form and used in the next pass to give heuristic information and to narrow the search 

space. The second pass performs word unit-based stack decoding. The direction is re

versed from the first pass , right-to-left , to use the prelinrinary results as full look-ahead 

information. As search space is narrowed enough , detailed models such as word 3-gram 

and triphone with cross-word dependency can be used . 

This approach, however, has a potential problem that incorrect results of the prelimi

nary pass can cause serious errors in the later pass. As the later pass depends largely on 

the preliminary pass, the errors by the rough matching or approximations on the prelirn

inary pass may lead to recognit ion errors on the final result. T hus, whether the errors on 

the first pass are recoverable or not is a crit ical issue to achieve effective recognition in 

rnul ti-pass search 

In t his section, several issues relating with mult i-pass search algorithm arc investigated 

and compared . The intermediate forms and their relationship with the N-best approxi

mation are discussed. Although we focus on only two-pass algori thm for convenience, the 

discussion below can be applied to other mul ti-pass algorithms. 

2.4.1 N-best Approximation 

In order to re-score the1n with farther constraints on the later pass, the first pass is 

expected to out pu t 1 -best candidates . However , as t he matching length of a word varies 

depending on t he context by co-art iculation effect, mul tiple hypotheses must be handled 

for different contexts . As it is difficul t to deal wit h separate hypotheses for all possible 

contexts in ent ire sentence (sentence-dependent), approximation t hat limits t he range of 

depend ency is normall y adopted in LVCSR. Here, two methods arc compared . 

Word-Pair Approximation This assumes dependency on only a preceding word[ lO]. 

Mult iple hypotheses are handled for each preceding word as illust rated in F igure 2. 7. In 

F igure 2. 7, the two lines show t he best Viterbi path for hypotheses (A, C) and (B, C). As 

the length of word C varies depending on the previous words A or B, mult iple paths are 

kept in t he overlapping area. T his method has been proved to be a good approximation 

for the N-best scores, and adopted in many current LVCSR systems. 

The disadvantage is t hat, alt hough it enables approximate -best handling, the mul

t iplication of hypotheses still costs rnuch in LVCSR. As all word hypotheses should be 

mul t iplied , the total search space will grow very la rge. In a frarne-synchronous search, 
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:..-- --'fOr A----: 
best path of C '--~ - ----·for 8 _____ _ 

Figure 2.7: \Vord-pair approxi1nation 

word lexicons arc multiplied in parallel corresponding to the preceding word . 

~Iorcovcr , much approximation error occurs around a short word , because the match

ing length of such word is too short to absorb the difference of the best paths caused 

by the context. Especially in Japanese , the recognition unit is often a 1norphcmc that i. 

shorter than ordinary words and this approximation will result in more errors than other 

language. 

One-Best Approximation AssUining no dependency, it keeps only the best hypothesis 

for each path discarding the context dependency. Figure 2.8 illustrates how it works . The 

best \'itcrbi path of word C for the preceding word A will be overridden by that of B at 

the circled point in the figure. As a result, the boundary of word C is deterministically 

fixed according only to the context word B, and the score for the sequence (A, C) becomes 

not accnrate. 

Although the scores of the hypotheses other than the be t sequence contain boundary 

errors , the computational cost is much smaller than the word-pair approximation, since 

it use only a inglr lexicon. 
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Figure 2.8: One-best approximation 

2.4.2 Interface Between Passes 

Text , the intermediate forms bet'A een passes in the multi-pass search algorithm arc in

vestigated in details. As the later pass depends totally on the results of the preliminary 

pass, how the results arc stored and what kind of information is kept are essential issues. 

N-best Candidates The preliminary results are output as N-bcst sentence hypothcscs[8]. 

At the later pass, they are re-sorted using more accurate models. They can also be rep

resented as a simple lattice as described in Figure 2.9, where each arc denotes a word 

hypothesis and a node denotes a boundary between t hem. This interface is simple and 

trivial, thus makes it easy to integrate the ordinary one-pass decoder with other linguistic 

knowledge. 

But a precise -best search is required on the first pass. As noted in the previous 

section , precise N-best search costs much and makes the implementation difficult. More

over, this format is not efficient because it generates many similar candidates that differs 

by only one word and hundreds of candidates are needed to get enough variation. This 

becomes remarkably annoying when input is much longer . 
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speech input 
····-- ------ -- ·-· · ·- --· ----·· ···- --- ----------- ---··· ---- ---- --· -· · ------ ---- ---- ---· · --- --- ---- -- · · · ······ --- -- ----- -- ------- ---- -- -----

~kyo:--.()-no--o-ju:niji--()-desu--.()~ . 

Sil S1~ 
~i1_....0kyo:-Q-no--o-ju:niji--()-desu{)-ka--Q--Sil 

0\Sil ~ . ---..0-kyo:--()-tochu:-()-ni-()-desu-.()--
II SJI 

~ 0-kyo:to---Q-ju:niji--() desu--.() / 

Figure 2.9: N-best candidate. 

speech input 
···--·-··· · ····-·-- ----·-·· · · · · --------····-- --- ·- · ··· · ·· --·-······· · -------········ · ·--- -- ---· · · --·- -- --- --- -- ····· ·· -------- -···· · -

Atochu:~,P-ni~ 

kyo: \\ 7tu: des~ k?'tr1 

Q-Sil~ kyo:to__:o--ju:niji---()-desu~cJ-Sil-b 
Figure 2.10: Word-graph form 

Word-Graph Form Word graph represents N-bcst candidates in a compact graph by 

n1erging the sarne partial word scquence[ll] as shown in F igure 2.10. Each word hypothesis 

is stored with its beginning and ending time and the acoustic and linguistic scores . As 

it represents many candidates efficiently, this fonn has been adopted in many rnu lt i-pass 

LVCSn systerns. 

As it binds each word hypothesis to a certain segment of speech input , re-alignment 

on the later pass is essentially not allowed. In other words , it lacks information on non

determinacy of word boundaries. Even if the time constraint can be ignored on the later 

pass: their possible sequences arc sti ll bound by the results of the first pass. 

Thus , the context dependency of 'Nord boundaries must be handled on the first pass . 

By the same reason , precise and expensive acoustic models should be also applied on the 

first pass. These cause much computational cost as vocabulary gets large. Introducing t he 
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speech input 
:--·-- ---------- --------- -------- ------- -------- ------ ----------------------------------------------------- ----- --- --

sil ! • • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

kyo: ! 0 0 • • • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

kyo:to ! 0 0 0 • • • • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
tochu: ! 0 0 0 0 0 • • • • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

no ! 0 0 0 0 • • • • 0 0 • • 0 0 0 0 

ju:niji ! 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • • • 0 0 0 0 
chu: ~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • • • 0 0 0 0 0 0 

ni ~ 0 0 0 0 • • 0 0 • • • 0 0 0 0 0 
desu ! 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • • 0 

ka 0 • • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • • 0 
sil 0 0 0 

• 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • • 

word end node • = nodes survived within beam 

Figure 2.11: Trellis forn1 

word-pair approxirnation on the first pass and generating multiple hypotheses dependning 

on the preceding word can case this cost , but as the boundary cannot be moved on the 

later pass , the approximation errors cannot be recovered on the later pass. 

Trellis Form Instead of keeping only the fully survived word hypotheses , trellis fonn 

keeps all word ends on every timc-frame[12]. This redundancy of keeping all possible word 

boundaries allows the later pass to re-estimate the boundaries . As the search space is 

narrow d enough on the later pass , the precise sentence-dependent score can be obtained 

more easily than a word graph method . On the other hand , the later pass needs re

expansion of trellis to determine the boundary and this may result in high cost on the 

later pass . 

This form generalizes the word-graph by loosing the time-constraint of word bound

aries . Compared with the word graph that keeps only the best boundary of the path, all 

the possible boundaries (word ends) are kept and the best one isq selected on the later 

pass by re-scoring. Thus the errors caused by one-best or word-pair approxirnation on 

the preliminary pass become recoverable on the later pass, and more accurate recognition 

can be achieved . 

There are two advantages in re-alignment on the later pass. First , the space-narrowed 

second pass realizes full y sentence-dependent scoring and recovers approximation errors . 

Second, expensive word-pair approxirnation is not needed. The difFerent word-ends depen

dent on the previous word context will hopefully be included as trellis nodes in different 
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tirnr-framrs. So even one-best approxirnation will be enough for those ends to survive. 

Both acoustic and linguistic errors arc recovered on the second pass that performs re

alignment and r<'-scoring. 

However, the trellis i tsclf is a set of nodes and scores, and does not have explicit 

predictivr infonnation for the second pass. Voca bulary-lcvel constraint alone will suffice 

on single word recognition[l3], or granunar-level constraint will do in small vocabulary 

CSR[l2]. In LVCSR, where search space is huge , space narrowing based on prelirninary 

acoustic matching is essential. 

As the trellis form merely provides likelihood for all possible hypotheses , it only serves 

as heuristic infonnation and does not explicitly narrow the search space of the later 

search pass. Even if the heuristics have admissibility to perform a fast search with n1uch 

less steps, all possible word hypotheses should be considered each tirne a hypothrsis is 

expanded, because the preliminary results cannot explicitly predict the upcorning words. 

Applying high-cost rnodels without narrowing search space needs much computational 

costs, and makes it hard to realize the search . 

2.5 Multi-Pass Search using Word Trellis Index 

Comparison of the interface fonns for multi-pass search is smnmarized as follows. 

N-best candidates: so inefficient that hundreds of candidates must be con1puted on thC' 

first pass. 

Word-graph form: cmnpact, but boundary errors are not rrcoverable on the later pass. 

Trellis form: Enables accurate re-alignment of boundaries, but too expensive to apply 

on large vocabulary task. 

Based on this cmnparison; we propo e a multi-pass search algorithm that extends 

the trellis fonn to be applicabl to LVCSR. To predict next words explicitly from the 

preliminary results of the acoustic matching, we store the indexes of words for every 

frame whose end nodes survived within beam. On the second pass , only words whose 

end nodes appeared in the index at th starting fra1ne of the last word hypothesi.· are 

expanded. To estin1ate the end fran1e efficiently on the second pass , the word beginning 

framr corresponding to each end node on the first pass is also stored. We call t his interface 

as "word trrlli index''. 
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2.5.1 Word Trellis Index 

Figure 2.12 illustrates the word trellis index and shows how it works on the second pass. 

It consists of the following cornponents: 

• Word end scores of partial hypothesrs snrvivrd within beam for every fra1ne 

• Corresponding word beginning frames 

• Indexes of survived word ends for each time-frame 

The upper half of the figure is the word trelli. index derived from the first pass, and the 

lower half shows how the second pass proceeds. 

It keeps all word ends appeared successively on the sequential fra1nrs instead of only 

on the best one, and word boundaries are kept indeterministically to the later pass. The 

re-alignment of the boundaries on the second pass can be done efficiently using a stack 

decoding, and finally accurate scores can be obtained with much less computational cost. 

Furthermore, even one-best approximation is supposed to work sufficiently with thr 

word trellis index. The word boundaries depending on the context by the word-pair 

approximation can also be kept on the trellis with one-best approximation. Thus, even 

with the simple one-best approximation, the optimum boundaries are not lost on the first 

pass and precise result can be obtained on the second pass . 

As the stored begginning frame for each word ends on the first pass may include 

some error, the word expansion on the second pass may not be accurate. However, their 

boundary error are absorbed by keeping all word-ends appeared in successive time-frames. 

Furthern1orc, we allow expanding words in several frames around the estimated frame to 

ensure the opti1num hypothesis to be appeared on the second pass. 

2.5.2 Search Algorithm 

On the first pass, conventional left-to-right time-synchronous bram search is prrfornH'd 

on the whol input , and a word trellis index is generated by keeping all word ends sur

vived within beam ·width. The second pass performs a best-first stack decoding search 

in backward (right-to-left) direction , using the word trellis index as both heuristics and 

word prediction. 

The detailed procedure of the second pass is described below. Here , Wn = Wn, Wn - J , ... , w, 

is a partial hypothe ·is (w1 is the end of the utterance) , and T is input franw length. 
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input speech 
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kyoo 0 0 ·-~ ... :· ~: .. : · 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Kyoto 0 0 0 \. -. .e .. 2) look up word beginning 0 0 

tochuu o o o d-. ..._ ~- \ ~\· .. 
jnoj 0 0 0 0 e 

juuniji o o o o o Q 0 

chuu 0 o o o 0 0\ Q 

ni o o o o • e\ 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

• 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1) re-align boundary 0 0 
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0 

desu 0 o o o o 0 \ 6~~....-~---· 

~ o • • o o o\to o o o o o 
<Is> o o o o o o ·o · o o o o o o o • • 

word end node 

....._kyoo j 
-Kyot~no-L_juuniji 

n~/ -~ 
/ ni __.-nl desu . 

'-- ~ <ls>J 3) expand words in index ---....... / cya 
____-desu 

:-------h(n)------,.._---Q(n)~-----i 

Figure 2.12: \1\Tord trellis index and its use on the second pass 
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g(Wn, t) is the backward (right-to-left) score of n 'n from timr t toT, and h(w , t) is the 

forward (left-to-right) heuristic score on end frame t of word w derived from the first pass. 

The total score of hypothesis 1Vn is f (1iVn), and the actual word end frame of word v n is 

1. For every word w 1 that can appear at the end of utterance, generate an initial 

sentence hypothesis W 1 and store to the hypoth sis stack. 

.f(Wt) (2.3) 

(2.4) 

2. Pop the best hypothesis (Wn) from the hypothesis stack. If its search end flag is 

set, it means that the hypothesis already reached the end, so output it as the final 

result and exit. 

3. Estimate the next boundary time tn+i according to the word trellis index. Extract 

the beginning t ime of last word Wn of 1Vn by looking up the index of the frame tn 

(procedure 2 of Figure 2.12) 

4. Compute the backward trelli of the Wn -

{ 
max{,6(wn, t, t') + g(~Vn_ 1 , t')} if n > 1 

g( H' t) - L' 
· n, - (3( Wn, t, T) if n = 1 

(2.5) 

where ,6( Wn, t 1 , t 2 ) is backward score of word w from t2 to t1. 

5. If tn+i = 0, set the search end flag of the current Wn and push back to the stack 

with the following score, and go to 2. 

(2.6) 

6. Generate new hypotheses by expanding each word in the index of time in+ 1 from 

vVn (procedure 3 of Figure 2.1 2). The best word end of each new word Wn is selected 

around the frame in+l (procedure 1 of Figure 2.12). 

.f(Wn+l) = max{h(wn+l, t) + g(Wn, t)} 
t 

tn+l = argmax{h(wn+l, t) + g(l!Vn, t)} 
t 

7. Push all the new hypotheses to the stack. Go to 2. 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 
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' best hypothesis 

Figure 2.13: Overview of Julius 

2.6 Search Techniques for LVCSR 

Based on the discussions above, we have developed a 2-pass recognition engine Julius that 

can be applicable for various LVCSR tasks. To achieve a large vocabulary dictation in 

less cornputation time, the engine incorporates many up-to-date search techniques. In 

thi. section, the overview of Julius and adopted search techniques are explained in detail. 

2.6.1 Overview of Julius 

.Julius uses two pass search algorithm proposed in previou. section 2.5.2. It can perforrn 

both ouc-be 't approxirnation and word-pair approximation selectively and 'vVOrcl trellis 

index and word graph as inter-pass interface . 

Figure 2.13 shows an overview of Julius. The input is a continuous spcrch segmented 

with a pause. The first pass processes the entire input, and then generates preliminary 

results as a word trellis index. A word 2-gram is used for recognition efficiency, and cross

word context dependency is either appoximately handled or ignored by using intra-word 

context independent nwdel. The second pass is performed in the reverse direction using 

the word trellis index for word prediction and heuristic infonnation. The language model 

is (reversed) word 3-grarn and full cross-word dependency is handled. Finally, the best 

srntence hypothesis is output as a result. It can also output -hcst candidates. 

Various types of acoustic models can be used in Julius so that developers can choose 
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2-gram 
+1-gram word lexicon 

Figure 2.14: Word lexicon with back-off 2-gram 
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them by their computational resources for their applications. The supported H 1M type 

is a continuous Gaussian mixture model, and any number of modeL , states and mixtures 

are handl d . 

2.6.2 Tree Structured Lexicon 

The basic implementation of applying word N-gram in a frame-synchronous beam search 

is to regard the words and their connections as a probabilistic finite-state automaton 

of phones and build a lexicon network containing all possible words to represent the 

search space. Bi-gran1 probabilities are as ign d to the transition arcs from word ends to 

beginning of words as in Figure 2.14 . Apparently, the network size grows proportional to 

the vocabulary size, and arcs between words are 2 powers of the vocabulary size, which 

increases enormously in large vocabulary. 

Sharing th same prefixes among words is effective to decrease the number of nodes. 

Figure 2.15 shows the tree lexicon which shares prefix phones. Also, merging of the same 

phones will allow smaller beam width, as it suppresses the most resemble nodes. This 

node sharing has remarkable effect in large vocabulary and has been an essential technique 

in LVCSR systems. But as one node is shared by rnany words, the -gram probability 

cannot be determined at the beginning of words and embedding the 2-gram probability 
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tree word lexicon 
a~------------------~ 

Figure 2.15: \Vord tree lexicon 

into the lexicon network statically is impossible. Thus 2-gram values should be assignrcl 

directly while search. The actual value is determined when the search rcachrs leaf nodes 

(typically word ends) . 

There arc sorne different implementations of tree lexicon . One is to build up a single 

static tree of all words beforehand, and the other is to expand dynamically for only 

necessary words while search[6]. To focus on the simple implementation. the static method 

is adopted in Julius. 

2.6.3 Bi-gram Factoring 

When using -grmn models together with a tree lexicon, the linguistic probabilities cannot 

be determined until the path reaches the end of words . This delay leads to the pruning 

errors, because the linguistic constraint cannot be incorporated to the score while in the 

middle of words, and the linguistically promising hypothesis can be falsely pruned . It is 

preferable to apply the constraint as early as possible. 

N-gra1n factoring applie , son1e approxi1nate values of -gram scores additionally in the 

1nidcllC' of the words. We assign each shar d node with the rnaximum N-gram probability 

of the possible vvords that shares the nodes and clear up the accumulated values as . earch 

goes to the word end[6][14]. Figure 2.16 shows how this -gram factoring works . 

In Julius , 2-gran1 factoring is 1nainly applied on the first pass. As the second pass 

perfonns stack decoding search and docs not use the tree lexicon, the factoring is not 
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max P 

Wn-1 
(previous word) 

~h' 
fl~~ 

fl:::t 

Wn-1 

(l~fy ) 

max P ~P W n-1 

... 

(fl~~ ) 
max P {P: ;R W n-1 ... 

Figure 2.16: N-gram factoring 
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nrcrssary. 

2.6.4 Uni-gram Factoring 

Although the 2-gram factoring improves the accuracy, the computational cost bec01nes 

large. Thr 1naximum likrhhood of the sub tree should br computed on <'Ycry branch of 

thr trrr lexicon. Actually, full 2-grain for all the words have to be acce sed eYrry tirne a 

new prrceding word appears. 

Using 1-gram probability for factoring instead of 2-gnnn can be consiclrrrd. The 1-

granl scores are attached at every node, and when the hypothesis reached thr word end , 

the score is substituted by the 2-gram score . As the 1-graJn score is independent on the 

preceding context, all factoring values can be computed statically beforrhand. 

Although this method re1narkably reduces the con1putational cost of the language 

score, the optimality of language scoring on the first pass is Yiolated and 1nay cause 

accuracy loss in the final recognition result . 

2.6.5 Language Model Score 

As noted in the section 1.1.1, the hypoth sis score in theory is the product (addition in 

log scale) of the linguistic probability and the acoustic probability of the word sequence. 

However , the actual dyna1nic range of linguistic probability is 1nuch smaller than that of 

acoustic n1odel in 1nost cases. The total recognition result tends to be clominatrd by the 

acoustic 1nodcl and the effect of linguistic constraint is smallrr than exprctecl . 

To balance both effects, language score is usually vveighed by multiplying by a certain 

value. As it is well known that this language model score weighing is effrctive to t he 

recognition accuracy, and Julius also adopts it. 

2.6.6 Insertion Penalty 

It oftrn happens that a sequence of 1nany short words falsely appear by local matching 

1n -grain based LVCSR. To suppress these insertion errors , adding some penalty score 

in eYrry word transition is known to be effective and widely adopted. 

Combined with the language score weight, the log score f (h) for a partial hypothesis 

h consi. ting of n words h = ?.L L, w2 , ... , Wn in Julius is defined as follows. 

j(h) = AC(h) + LI\l(h) * L 1L\VEIGHT + n * PE ALTY (2 .9) 
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AC(h) 
LM(h) 

Where , LM_WEIGHT 

PE IALTY 

log likelihood of acoustic model for h 
log likelihood of language model for h 
language model weight 
insertion penalty 

2.6. 7 Efficient Data Structure of Word N-gram 
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The number of parameters in word -gram of large vocabulary is enormously large and 

consume extremely large amount of machine mernory. For example , word 3-gram for 20k 

words should have probabilities for 20k3 = 8 x 10L2 tuples. Actuall~' thr unsren N-tuples 

are extrapolated from (N- 1)-tuples, but even with this back-off mrchanism, wr 1nust 

hold millions of tuple data. Especially, our engine Julius uses two srts of -grarn , 2-granl 

and reverse 3-gram at the same time. Thus a compact data representation of N-gnun 

models is required to realize LVCSR. 

vVe adopt a data structure as described in Figure 2.17. The entries having the san1c 

context are stored in a linear list , and each has a link to upper structure. The 2-granl 

and reverse 3-gran1 are merged together to share the same 2-grarn context. Apparently 

this data structure assumes that the 3-gram should have exactly the same (reverse) 2-

gram tuple entries as the forward 2-gram. This condition is always satisfied if the two 

models are trained fr01n the sarne text corpus with the same parameters such as cut-off 

and discount method. 

2.6.8 Enveloped Best-First Search 

In the best-first stack decoding on the second pass, there are son1e cases whrn the search 

fails. The best-first search is efficient if the heuristics is A* -admissible, but this can not be 

always true in word N-gram based recognition becanse there is no guarantee that 2-grani 

score is always higher than the 3-gram score. When the 2-grarn score in the first pass is 

much lower than 3-gram score for a certain word in the best srquence , the search brcornes 

breadth-first on the point and does not proceed . Although this problem can be Pased 

to some extent by applying larger weight on 3-gram than on 2-gram , failure of search is 

inevitable. 

Frame-asynchronous beam search is one of the solutions to prevent such search failure 

and obtain some result at least, but it i not efficient compared with the best-first search 

in most cases. 
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Figure 2.17: N-gram data structure 
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Figure 2.18: Enveloped best-first search 
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Toward this problem we introduce a kind of "envelope", i.e. upper limit oft he number 

of word expansion by the hypothesis length on the second pass (Figure 2.18) . The total 

number of popped hypothesis are counted for its length, and when a counter of certain 

length reached the limit (bwidth in the figure), all the shorter hypotheses are treat~d as 

"dead" and dropped off from the hypothesis stack . This mechanism prevent best-first 

search from stopping at a certain point and make the recognition faster. It docs not aff~ct 

the original efficiency of best-first decoding , b cause it only activates when search is going 

to fail and does not take effect when a hypothesis is well guided by heuristics. 

2.6.9 Improvements of Handling Inter-Word Context Depen
dency 

Considering inter-word context dependency on t he first pass is much expensive, since the 

models on the root and leaf node of t he lexicon tree must be changed according to the 

connecting words . As the next word is unknown, the leaf node should have all the possible 

right-cont xt variants . This results in significant computation cost . 

In our mul t i-pass search strategy, we can hand le only the word-internal part on the 

first pass and evaluate inter-word dependency on the later pass. sing different acoustic 

models on respective passes, however, result in mismatch in the scores and search fai lures. 

We int roduce an approximation method to handle the inter-word context dependency 
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Table 2.1: Search algorithms rvaluatrcl 

intermediate fonn 

first pass word trellis word graph index 

word-pair word-pair+trellis word-pair+ graph 
1-best 1-best+ trellis 

on thr first pass. Instead of applying the exact triphonc for different context, we usc 

a single node that is assigned with the maxin1um score of all contexts. Specifically 

acoustic scores of all the possible triphone variants arc cmuputed and only the 1uaximun1 

one is taken. Although the maximum score is not the cxRct score to be applied , this 

approximation using the maximum value conforms A* adn1issibility. 

2. 7 Experimental Evaluation 

The proposed search algorithm is evaluated at 5,000-word dictation task. Tote that, in this 

evaluation, only the basic search techniques are impl emented and the following techniques 

arc not used: unigram factoring , enveloped best-first search and approximation of inter

word context dependency on the first pass. Also, the inter-word context drprnclrncy is 

not handled even on the second pass for comparison. 

Table 2.1lists combination of methods evaluated. The baseline is a typical word graph 

method (worcl-pair+graph). All the methods in Table 2.1 arr implemented in Julius for 

comparison. 

2.7.1 Task and Database 

The test condition is shown in the follovving paragraphs. All the rnodels for evaluation are 

the results of the joint project with many researchers outside our laboratory. The training 

corpora and testscts are also comn1on ones publicly provided for open evaluation. 

Task The target is 5,000-word Japanese dictation of newspaper articles. As a large 

a1nount of electric corpus is available and the sentences have lrss ill-forrnedncss the target 

is suitable for a n1ilestone of L\'CSR study[1] [15]. 

2.7. EXPERIMENTAL E\ ~4.LUATION 

Table 2.2: Specification of language n1odcl 

training set 
vocabulary size 
cutoff 

45 months of 11ewspaper article (from '91/01 to '94/09) 
5005 

num of 2-gram tuple 
num of 3-gram tuple 
srnoothing 
perplexity 

1 for 2-gram. 2 for 3-gram 
578653 

1978931 
back-off (Vvitten-Bell discounting) 

70 (3-gram), 107 (2-gram) 

Table 2.3: Specification of acoustic nwdel 

training set read speech of 130 male speakers 
num of sentences about 25,000 
total time about 50 hours 
parameter I\1FCC (12 dim.) +6..I\1FCC+6..Povv 
Cl\IS applied by a sentence 
num of phones 43 
num of triphones 7921 

states per triphone 3 (allow skip transition) 
num of total H 1M states 2110 
output distribution 16 mixture density 
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Language Model vVord 2-gram and reverse 3-gram are trained by the Mainichi news

paper articles of 45 months . The morphe1ne analysis results are provided by RWCP 1 • The 

specification of the models is shown in Table 2.2 . 

In the newspaper texts, unreadable characters (i.e. symbols, braces, etc.) or articles 

that are not sentence (i.e. weather forecast , financial tables, etc.) are deleted beforehand 

to avoid i1nproper training. 

Acoustic Model A speaker-independent, gender-dependent shared-state triphone HMM 

is trained by Phoneme-Balanced Continuous Speech corpus and .Japanc.-c Newspaper Ar

ticle Sentences (J IAS) corpu collected by Acoustical Society of .Japan[16]. Table 2.3 

shows its specification. 

1 Real World Computing Partnership , Japan 
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Word Lexicon D:v considering variety of word pronunciation, 've set up 7.451 baseform 

entries for 5,005 words. 

Testset We used test set of 100 samples by 10 male speakers . The text is extracted 

ranctornl:v frorn the JNAS corpus, which is open to the Ll\1 training set. There is no 

unknown word in the testset. Examples are shown below. 

-------------Sample text in Japanese-------------

!-1r. RIH: iJ:, [I:;$: 0) i!E--*1.t:i?i: iJ: ~ v •?)\ zb --:> t:.. o 

3 Jv -)l / fJ\ / 1J 7 ~.:. h (i ~~ H& L < :tJ:t:fiJ -t ~ 0) iJ: ~1J &')-c o 

-H, 11-fR-fJ\tff~f~~lt~tbf.J~fi-t ~ IWJIIJ'C~~ftf\t~O)Iffli~~t~* o 
7" 1 x- ~ m!v t~ JJflrl!iJ: ? 
l~"Jl-f'-Ji~r(Kn:, R *';± lmiitOO ~ L -c,:Jjt~-t ~.:. ~ fJ\-c ~ ~ o 
3t1:t# j-£ AiJ:.:)i:O):@ VJ o 

.:. tl i J: ~, 1 Q -c <b ;B iP L v ) o 

;Bjl~O) rf. O)J.. /-// O)tyi;\T ~ o 

3 0 R 2 llj )-F , 3 1 Fl 7 it.J o **~f,~r o 

2.7.2 Evaluation Measure 

Generally, the accuracy of recognition is measured by word accuracy, word Yocorrect , and 

word %error. For each sentence, t he recognition result and the correct transcription are 

DP-matched to determine which word are correct, and rneasures are computed by the 

following formula. Here N is the number of words in correct transcription , S is the nurnber 

of substituted words , D is the number of deleted words and I is the nurnbcr of falsely 

insc'rtccl words. 

word accuracy 

word %correct 

word %error 

N - S - D - I ___ N ___ X 100 

N-S-D 
--N-- X 100 

100 - word accuracy 

d 01 . ·word o/c error (after) wor ;olm prove = _____ ____:_ _ ___:___ 
word %error (hcfore) 

The sentence tags and pnnctuations arc ignored from evaluation . 

2.7.3 Trellis vs. Word Graph 

(2 .10) 

(2.11) 

(2 .1 2) 

(2 .1 3) 

First, intcrn1C'diatc forms arc compared. Both use word-pair approximation on the fir t 

pass. \i\'ord o/c rrror of trellis and 'vorcl graph for various bean1 widths is plotted in Fig-
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ure 2.19. Result on the first pass is also plotted here. The word trellis index achicvcs 

better accuracy (10 .5% error) than word graph (12.0 %) given enough beam width. This 

improvement i remarkable especially around short words , where the word-pair approxi

mation may not be assumed . It suggests that t he word-pair approxin1ation includes some 

errors, but they arc recoverable on the second pass by re-align1ncnt with word trcllis index, 

while the conventional word-graph cannot . 

2.7.4 Word-Pair vs. One-Best Approximation 

ext, two N-best approximation methods are compared to examine how the errors in

fluence on the final re. ult. The results with word trellis index are shown in Figure 2.20. 

With one-best approximation together with tree lexicon , both approximation and fac

toring errors increase recognition failure on the first pass by 5.0%. Howevrr , they arc 

recovered to 1. 7% on the second pass, which is comparable to the baseline method . Thus , 

it is confirmed that even with simple one-best approximation , trclli. index does not lose 

word boundaries that will make up the best sequence and finally gives as same accuracy 

as the word-pair approximation does. 

In addition, when the beam width is relatively small , one-best approximation gets 
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Figure 2.20: Comparison of word-pair and one-best (\Vord Yo Error) 

better accuracy by 1 o/c . This suggests that with word-pair approximation, sarne word 

hypotheses with different contexts occupy the beam, which are merged in word trellis 

index. 

2. 7. 5 Efficiency Comparison 

Text, we compare the algorithrns with respect to efficiency. Figure 2.21 shows the aver

age process time prr san1ple and total rnemory size needed. Compared with the baseline 

(word-pair+graph), word trellis index (word-pair+trellis) needs trellis re-conncction pro

cedure for re-alignment on the second pass , but it costs a little. And the introduction 

of one-best approximation ( one-best+trellis) significantly reduces computation cost. The 

average CP time becon1es almost 2/3, and the maximum workspace size needed for the 

search is reduced from over 40011B to nearly 30MB (plus 56MB for models). This dif

ference comes frorn sharing a single lexicon on the first pass and will grow as vocabulary 

becorncs large. 

Thus the proposed search method (word trellis index + one-best approximation) 

proved to be superior in that it performs far more efficiently while keeping high accuracy. 
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Table 2.4: Evaluation of search techniques 

word o/c error avg. time 
srarch rnet hod total (passl) (sec.) 
(a) base 8.8 (21.1) 52.8 
(b) +enveloped 8.0 (21.1) 49.9 
(c) +I\VCD1 6.5 (14 .9) 89.5 
(d) +1factor 8.8 (26 .1) 35 .7 

CPU: UltraSPARC 3001\IHz 

2.7.6 Improvement of Search Techniques 

ext, several search techniques for further efficiency and accuracy arc evaluated . ;'\ow 

the task is extended to 20k words . The language model is trained from 75 1nont hs of 

newspaper articles . Testset is extended to 100 samples bv 23 male speaker. . Tlw baseline 

setting of search algorithm is the one proposed in the previous section (trellis+ one-best), 

but some irnprovernent and optirnization are carried out on in1plernentation. 

Table 2.4 shows the breakdown. By setting envelope for each 'vVord length to limi t the 

search range on the second pass as described in section 2.6 .8, search failures were reduced 

from srven samples to only one, while not affecting the rest . The total search errors were 

reduced by 0.8% (b). 

Introducing approxi1nate handling of inter-word context dependency on the first pass 

(section 2.6. 9) resulted in further significant error reduction (c) . The accuracy of the first 

pass is greatly irnproved by 6.2% and the total result is also irnproved by 1.5%. Ou the 

other hand, cornputing triphones of maximum probability on every word end resulted in 

the large growth of computational co t. 

By using 1-granl factoriug instead of true 2-gram (section 2.6.4), the cornputational 

cost of language 1nodcl and the total recognition speed are remarkably decreased (d) . The 

errors were increased to 5.0% on the first pas , but the final degradation was only 0.8%. 

This fact also shows the robustness of word trellis index to t he approximation errors on 

t lw preliminary pass. 
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2.8 Conclusion 

A two-pass search algoritlnn with trellis interface for word N-gran1 language model is 

presented. The trellis form is extended to word trellis index that has the frame-indexed 

active word list and corresponding time-frame information to be applicable for LVCSR. 

Compared with the conventional word graph method, word trellis index can recov<:'r 

the errors caused by the approximations. Thus, simple one-best approximation instead 

of word-pair approximation is sufficient to achieve almost the same accuracy while com

putational cost is ren1arkably reduced. 

Many search techniques for speech recognition are incorporated to the recognition 

engine Julius, and several approximations and pruning methods are evaluated. All the 

adopted techniques successfully contributed to more accurate and faster recognition. The 

final system showed over 91% of word accuracy in 20k-word dictation task. 



Chapter 3 

LVCSR Algorithm using Finite State 
Grammar 

3.1 Introduction 

In chapter 2, we have studied large vocabulary continuous speech recognition based on 

word N-gram for general dictation system. The statistical language model is now currently 

pursued by many rescarchers[2] [3] [4], and is automatically trained by large corpus. On the 

other hand , a recognition system designed for a specific task needs an adequate language 

model that precisely represents its task domain, such as simple queries , transactions , and 

directory guidance system. Training such a specific statistical language model for every 

task is not easy, because collecting and transcribing thousands of utterances costs too 

much . Furthermore, there are cases in which statistical information has little meaning, 

such as names of plac or product names. In such cases , using grammatical rules and 

vocabulary explicitly defined by hand is advantageous to the statistical approach , in that 

it can easily represent task-specific constraint and even switch the vocabulary for sub

tasks . 

In this chapter, we focus on an efficient parsing algorithm for large vocabulary con

tinuous speech recognition. Here parsing 1neans searching for an optimal hypothesis that 

satisfies the given grammar. Although many parsing algorithms are developed so far , th y 

have been evaluated mainly on tasks of hundreds or a thousand words at rnost[17][18)[19], 

and not yet applied to larger vocabulary. 

Simply expanding acceptable words results in the explosive increase of the hypothesis 

network in large vocabulary parsing. The lexicon used for the acoustic matching also 

grows proportional to the vocabulary size , and a large number of hypotheses should be 

43 
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handled. Thus, the conventional one-pass beam search needs a large beam wiuth and is 

not efficirnt. 

To solve this problcrn and achieve an efficient parsing, 1-vc extend a two pass A* search 

method using word-pair constraint as heuristics[17] applicable to the large vocabulary. 

We rnodify the heuristic infonnation calculated on the first pass to additionally provide 

information for prelirninary pruning of unprornising words. The first pass uses category

pair constraint derived from the giYen grammar to compact the possible word hypothesis 

network. The second pass is the main parsing process using the prelin1inary results as a 

heuristics. l'vloreover, the following three rnethods arc introduced for efficiency in large 

vocabulary: bearn pruning on the first pass, per-category tree-structured lexicon , and 

prelirninary candidate selection based on the first pass. 

In the next section , the problerns caused by the large vocabulary is described , and 

then the A* search rnethod is compared with conventional one-pass bearn search. Then 

we propose the extension of A* search to be applicable to large vocabulary. and present 

our recognition parser Julian. The proposed parsing algorithn1 is compared 1vith the 

conventional n1ethod at recognition experiments in 5,000-vrord task. 

3.2 LVCSR using Finite State Grammar 

Continuous speech recognition is formulated as a search problem to find the best possi

ble word sequ nee upon given linguistic and acoustic constraint. When using a written 

rule-based gramrnar, the search space is a definite word network generated according to 

the given grarnmar and vocabulary. When the grammar belongs to the regular expres

sion class, the whole> network can be statically represented by expanding all the rules 

beforehand. Otherwise, if the grammar is a context-free grarnmar, the network should be 

dynarnically expanded while search only for necessary range. 

3.2.1 Problems in Large Vocabulary Grammar 

As the vocabulary gets larger, the n1utual acoustic distance between words becornes close 

and n1any confusing words exist. Thus, the nun1ber of hypotheses that should be handled 

grows up. Esprcially in granunar-ba 'ed recognition, there are several factors that make 

recognition ver~' difficult. Their combiued rffect makes it even harder. 
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s: MY I EVENT I NO PLAN GA ARU_V 

S: IEVENTI GA pp DE ARU_V 

s: TIME NI I EVENT I GA ARU_ v 
s: pp DE I EVENT I GA ARU_V 

pp: I PLACE I TO pp 

pp: I PLACE I 

MY~NO-PLAN-GA-ARU_V 

TIME-NI~GA-ARU_V 

Figure 3.1 : A typical recognition grammar and its expanded network 
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Redundancy in Network Definition Compared with word N-gram rnodel that rep

resents only the co-occurrence of neighborhood words, a ruled grammar expresses a longer 

and detailed constraint for whole sentence. As the occurrence of a word is determined by 

the sequence of all prrceding words, the same v,rords are likely to be generated in many 

locations depending on the various context, which results in the explosive expansion of 

word network. Figure 3.1 shows an exarnple of a grammar and its expanded network. 

Note that each terminal symbol in the figure is not a word but a word category, and all 

words in the category will be expanded in the actual search. Especially assurne that EVENT 

and PLACE categories contain thousands of words. They appear in different rules and are 

expanded according to re pective rules . As a typical grammar-based large vocabulary 

recognition task often has a special category which contains hug<: munbcr of the words, 

i.e. name of place or name of persons , expanding them everywhere in the network causes 

serious increase of network size, resulting in inefficient recognition. 

Certainly, it is possible to write "optimal" rules that have no redundancy and will 

not generate such duplicated entries in the network. But writing such excellent rules is 

extremely hard in a complicated task. Moreover, in an actual development of a speech 

interface, the developer who writes the grammar for the desired task is not always an 
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expert who can optin1ize the rulrs by hand . Another way is to optimize the network 

autmnatically by a kind of automaton cmnpiler , but the minin1ization of an auton1aton 

nrtwork is an ~P-hard problem and the effect is stilllirnited. Thus , the redundancy in the 

word network is a srriou and inevitable problern in large vocabulary continuous speC'ch 

recognition. 

Problems in Tree Lexicon In actual recognibon process , a word lexicou is used for 

acoustic matching in which words arc listed with their basefonns. As it gro·w. proportional 

to the vocabulary size, a tree-organized lexicon in which words share the san1e prefix 

phones is effective to reduce the size. This tree lexicon is currently adopted in nwst 

LVCSR systcrns with word N-grmn languag~ tnodel[20]. 

Tree lexicon, however, makes it irnpossible to embed the linguistic COIL traint in a 

statistical network, since word entries cannot be identified at the beginning of words. 

For word -gram based recognition, a typical solution is to introduce --gran1 factoring 

as explained in section 2.6.3, or use partial lexicon depending on the preceding context, 

either statically or dynamically. But for deterministic grammar-based re ·ognition such 

probabilistic factoring does not work , and generating n1any lexicons d('pending on all 

preceding contexts is impractical. 

Insufficient Grammatical Prediction When the vocabulary size becon1es large, the 

word prediction by gramrnatical constraint becornes insufficient. A gran1mar can detcr

Inine the next word deterministically as compared with a word -gram, but since words in 

one or two categories ahnost occupy the whole vocabulary in many cases, such as address 

nl-Ln1es or product names, the grammar's ability of word prediction becornc._ close to mere 

vocabulary constraint and relatively small for large vocabulary. 

3.2.2 One-Pass Beam Search 

The n1ost popular search method for continuous speech recognition is one-pass bea1n 

search[2l ][18], where h:vpothcses are expanded simultaneously by the time frame and 

pruned by their temporal scores. A · its performance is greatly affected by the local noise 

or sin1ilar h:vpotlwses, th<' bcarn width must be wide enough to keep the optirnal result. 
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3.2.3 A* Search 

A* search is a kind of best-first search. A hypothesis is evaluated by smnming the score 

of already generated path and a heuristic estimate of un-searched portion , and the one 

that has the best esti1naLed score is always expanded . The estimated score j ( n) for a 

partial hypothesis n is defined as followings, 

}(n) = g(n) + /1(n) (3.1) 

where g ( n) is the determined score of already expanded portion in log scale, and h( n) is 

the estitnated score. To guarantee the search to be able to obtain the optimum result 

finally, h( n) 1nust not exceed the actual score h( n). 

lh(n)l ~ lh(n)l (3.2) 

When this condition is satisfied for all possible n, the search is called "A* -admissible". 

The search performance depends on the heuristic value h( n). The closer the value becomes 

to the true h ( n) , the faster the optimum result is found . 

One implementation of this A* search in speech recognition is a tree-trellis search[12], 

where h(n) is stored as a trellis form computed by acoustic rnatching to the input on 

reverse direction beforehand . The main search roughly estimates the scores of un-searched 

input by connecting the reverse trellis to every hypothesis. Especially, using word-pair 

constraint a. the heuristics is effective[17]. The word-pair constraint consists of all words 

and their connectivity between them. It is a reduced constraint extracted from the given 

grammar, and satisfi s the A* -adrnissibility. The constraint was proved to be a better 

heuristics than simple word-conjunction or phoneme-conjunction constraint. 

This A* search was proved to be superior to one-pass search in small and middle 

vocabulary[17][22], but has not been realized in large vocabulary task because of its com

putational cost. Although the optimal result is guaranteed to be found if given a proper 

heuri tics, all heuristic scores should be kept for any pos ible hypothesi. to realize a true 

A* -admissible search. It is hardly possible in large vocabulary. 

3.3 A* Search Algorithm for LVCSR 

The process of heuristic calculation in A* search has the same problem of the growing 

computational cost as that of one-pass beam search. Unlike one-pass beam search, how-
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cvrr, A* srarch is a multi-pass (two pass) rnethod so that son1e errors and approxi1nations 

are allowed on thr first pass which is used only for heurist ic infonnation on the later pass . 

Toward thcsr problcrns, we propose several rnethods to realize the accurate A* srarch 

1n an efficient way. The Inain idea is to regard the first pass as not only a heuristic 

calculation but also a prelirninary selection of word caudidates by acoustic matching vvith 

sirnple and compact linguistic constraint. The second pass perforn1s a search by referring 

Lo t he preliminary resul ts as both heuristic infonnation and word predict ion. By kecpiug 

not all the word hypotheses but only the promising ones, the proposed searc·h method 

docs not strictly satisfy the A* -adrn issibili ty, but kf'eping sufficient candidates wi ll not 

affect practical recognition performance . 

T he original idea i based on the word trellis index as shown in chapter 2, although 

t he implementation is designed to be sui table for grarnrnar-based parsing. T he concrete 

solut ions for each problem are explained in the fo llowing. 

3.3.1 Network Bundling by Category-Pair Constraint 

sing word-pair constraint significantly reduces t he network size. Instead of the full 

grarnmar, the word-pair constraint is represented by listing all words in parallel and 

connecting word ends whose transit ion is allowed in any grarnmar rules . VVith its simplr 

static loop , t he rnul tiplication of grammar nodes is bundled to the c01npact network, and 

such redundancy is not involved . Since the network is statically defin ed and no duplication 

appears, t hr bram width can be narrower and computational cost can be rernarkably 

rrdncrd compared with the one-pass search method. Although this constraint is subset 

of the full gra1n n1ar, t he resul ts arc not the final resul t and another recogni Lion process 

will be perforn1cd again wi th the full grarnmar using t he results as heuristic inforn1ation. 

T he vvord-pair constraint, or a category-pair constrain t here equivalent ly, can be ex

t racted frorn any grammar by only checking their connectivity. T he size of category-pair 

nrtwork is at most propor t ional to the vocabulary size. 

T his network compact ion is considered as a kind of hypothesis bundling in search . T his 

so-called "bundle search" was proposed by Ito et al[23] in phone level, and by Watanabe 

et al[24] in word level. Both rnethods gather the sarnc words or phones that appear 

ncar around the frame in different contexts, and share the same acoustic scores to avoid 

n1u ltip le acoust ic rnatching. Compared with the proposed word-pair method , t hey require 

sorne special mechanism integrated to search procedure, and causes sornc approxirnation 
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Figure 3.2: Tree-structured category-pair network 
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errors by re-using single acoustic scores. The proposed A* search method can get more 

precise resul ts fi nally by performing another search. 

3.3.2 Lexicon Tree Organized by Category 

Instead of building a single t ree lexicon, we build sub-t ree for each category to represent 

the whole static word-pair nctVi ork more compactly. Figure 3.2 shows the category-pair 

network wi th t ree organized lexicon . As t he gran1mar rules arc normally represented with 

category levels, making independent t rees for categories does not affect the gramn1atical 

constraint , while the network size can be reduced remarkably. 

The same word-pair constraint can be applied with a single tree by dynamically ex

panding necessary part of t he tree according to t he preceding word[ 1 OJ. But since dynamic 
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expansion of lexicon tree results in substantial overhead of c01nputation, preparing static 

sub-trees is advantageous. 

3.3.3 Word Prediction by Preliminary Acoustic Matching 

As limiting the possible words by grammatical rules alone is not sufficirnt in large vo

cabulary, it is effective to utilize the prc-computecl acoustic informr1 tion by the first pass 

for pruning. We propose an intermediate form that keeps the indexes of smTived v\'Orcls 

within beam for each frame in addition to the basic trellis infonnation . vVhen expanding 

\vorcls on the second search, only the \vords that arc both listed in the index and con

form the grammar arc expanded. This word prediction by prcli1ninary acoustic matching 

suppresses the number of hypotheses effectively, especially when the granllnar constraint 

docs not work, i.e. for a very large category that contains narnes of place or narnes of 

product . 

3.3.4 Parsing Algorithm 

The proposed A* parsing algorithm consists of two pa. ses as illustrated in Figure 3.3 . 

The first pass pcrfonns a left-to-right frame-synchronous bearn search using category

pair constraint for the entire input , and stores the word-end trellis survived within the 

beam with their scores and their indexes for time frames . The second pass performs a 

stack decoding with the original grammar in right-to-left direction . Expansion of oulv thr 

words in the index of the preliminary pass are allowed, and their word-pair scores of t he 

prelin1inary pass arc used as the estirnated scores of un-scarchcd area. 

The concrete algorithrn is described below. Here lVn = Wn Wn - L, ... , w 1 is a partial 

sentence hypothesis of n words ( w1 is the end), T is the input frame length. The forward 

(right-to-left on the second pas ) likelihood of Wn from timeT tot i denoted as g(W11 , t), 

the backward (left-to-right) likelihood of word w which ends in timet on the first pass is 
as h( w, t), and the total score of TVn is as f (Wn). And the word index stored after the 

first pass of timet is described a index(t). Note that the search is performed in reverse 

(right- to-left) direction: 

1. Generate initial sentence hypotheses Wt consi. ting of one word w 1 which can gram

matically appear at the end of sentence. The initial score is given as below, and 
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input speech 

1st pass 
(frame-sync. beam) 

2nd pass 
(RL stack decoding) 

best hypothesis 

Figure 3.3: Overview of parsing algorithm 

they are pushed to the stack. 
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(3 .3) 

2. Pop the best sentence hypothesis TVn from the stack. If it is acceptable by the 

grammar and reaches the beginning of input , output it as a re ult and finish the 

earch . 

3. Expand the forward H 1 ,f trellis for the last word Wn · 

{ 
max{;J( Wn, t, t') + g(VVn-1, t' )} if n > 1 (vv t) - t' 

g n, ' - ;J( Wn, t , T) if n = 1 
(3.4) 

Here ;J ( Wn, t , t') is the forward likelihood expanded from time t' to t. 

4. Among the words which can follow vVn grammatically, those that included in the 

trellis index are connected to generate hypotheses Wn+l · The new scores arc calcu

lated as follows: 

f(vVn+t) = max {h(wn+1, t) + g(Wn , t)} 
t:Wn+l Emdex(t) 

(3.5) 

5. Push all generated Wn+l to the stack. Return to 2. 
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speech input 

word lexicon 
task grammar 

(BNF-Iike) 

Recognition Parser 
(Julian) 

kyoo kaigi ni ... 

result text 

Figure 3.4: Recognition system based on CSR parser Julian 

A Portable CSR Parser Julian 

We have irnplemented the proposed search algorithm as a continuous sp ech rrcognition 

parser for large vocabulary task. Its name is Julian , ain1ed at effic ient and portable 

r cognition applicable for any applications defined by grarnmars . Anyone can construct 

his own gramrnar-based recognition system by preparing a grammar and acoustic H 1 l 

model. Figure 3.4 describes an overview of the recognition system based on .] ulian . 

A grammar and a word lexicon for Julian should be prepared separately. The gramrnar 

is written in a B F form, in which the terminal symbols are word categories. The lexicon 

is a list of words classified by the category block, together with their baseform entries . 

The gramrnar is then converted to a finite automaton network by a cmnpiler designed for 

Julian. As the original BI\F form allows writing a grammar of context-free class , whether 

the written granunar belongs within the finite automaton (regular expression) class or 

not is checked in this compilation stage . It can handle only right-recursive rules . The 

category-pair constraint for the first pass is extracted autornatically by Julian itself at the 

initialization. 

.Julian can nsr, various typrs of acoustic models, so dcvcloprrs can choose the1n by 

their computational resources for th ir applications. The fonnat of acoustic rnodel is an 

HTK[25] Hl\1 I definition fonnat. The supported H IM type is a continuous Gaussian 

mixture n1odel, and any nurnber of models , states and ntixtures are handled . It can also 

uses context-dependent 1nodcls such as triphone Hl\1M. 
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• There is a Speech Committee tornorrow frmn two to three on laboratory 2. 

• I want to change the place of budget conference on next Friday to srnall sr1ninar 
room . 

• When will today's seminar start? 

• Then, please set the beginning time to 16 o'clock. 

Figure 3.5: Example sentences 

3.5 Experimental Evaluation 

The proposed A* search method is evaluated by comparing with standard one-pass beam 

search . The developed engine Julian is compared by the HTK recognition decoder 

"HVite' . As they can use exactly the same acoustic model and equivalent gram1nars, 

their accuracy and efficiency of search algorithms can be compared fairly through the 

recognition experiments. 

3.5.1 Task and Database 

The task domain is a personal schedule management , and the recognition target is a well

formed sentences about registration , deletion , modification and query of the schedule. 

Test set is prepared from 50 sentences uttered by eight person, 400 utterances in total. 

The average length is 3.2 seconds and 6.2 words per sentence. The example sentences arc 

shown in Figure 3.5. Note that the actual text and data arc all in Japanese. 

Two types of grammar are prepared for evaluation. One is a phrase grammar named 

PG , which allows repetition of any phrases in a sentence. The other is a sentence-level 

grammar named SG , in which each phrase must reside in their fixed place in a sentence. 

To test the impact of vocabulary size on recognition performance, two vocabularies 

of different sizes are prepared for both grammars. PG 1 and SG 1 have a middle vo

cabulary gathered by hand. PG2 and SG2 have a large vocabulary that ]s extended 

semi-automatically from PG 1 and SG 1 by adding noun and verbs (especially place names 

and time nouns) extracted from ordinary dictionary. 

Thus, there are four grammars in total. Table 3.1 shows their specifications. The 

FA nodes in the table are the number of category nodes after converted to the finite

state automaton network. Julian and HTK have their own grammar compilers that 
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Table 3.1: Specification of task grarnrnars 

lexicon word FA nodes 
gran1mar size perp. Julian HTK 

PG1 806 91.6 257 280 
PG2 4439 257.1 257 280 
SG1 833 28 .7 5061 2849 
SG2 5023 76.0 5061 2849 

FA nodes: number of category nodes after converted to FA 

convert a given grammar to a word (category) network for recognition. Although SG 1 and 

SG2 represent stronger constraints and have lower perplexity than PG 1 and PG2l their 

complicated network cannot be easily optirnized and the network nodes get significantly 

larger. 

The acoustic n1odel is either a context-independent monophone model or context

dependent shared-state triphone model. Their specification is the san1e as described in 

section 2.7.1. 

3.5.2 Evaluation Measure 

As criteria to cmnpare search methods, we use recognition rate for accuracy and beam 

width for cost efficiency. Here bearn vvidth is defined as the average nurnber of H~nd 

states per frame calculated in Viterbi operation in search . 

For HTK decoder , the bearn width is given by the number of phone rnodcls in a frame 

and it is easily converted to the number of states. Actually, the all acoustic models used 

here consist of 3 states. Thus three times the given beam width is the compared value. 

For Julian , where search is performed in two passes , we definr the beam width b to he 

calculated in the following equation: 

A A 

b = bl + b2 (3 .6) 

Here , bt is the nornutl bearn width on the first pass of heuristic calcu lation, and b2 is the 

virtual bearn width , the total cornputed H If\1 trellis averaged per frame on the second 

pass. 
A npop 

b2 = x avg_state 
nword 

(3 .7) 

Hen' , npop is thr total number of popped hypotheses , and nword is the length of t he final 

scntcncr hypothesis, and nvg_state is the average number of states per word . 
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Figure 3.6 : Comparison of search algorithms 

3.5.3 A* Search vs. One-Pass Beam Search 
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The word recognition accuracy of PG1 and PG2 for the two algorithms in various bearn 

widths are shown in Figure 3.6. f\1onophone HMf\1 is used here. 

Julian achieves the equivalent accuracy of HTK decoder with a remarkably small bea1n 

width . In the typical one-pass beam search decoder like HTK , the word network grows 

explosively large in proportional to the perplexity, and requires a very large beam width to 

get optimum result. On the other hand, in the two-pass decoder .Julian , the category-pair 

constraint on t he first pass suppress the network to very small size, and allows narrower 

beam width. Furthermore , the cornputational cost of the second pass is much srnaller 
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Tablr 3.2: Rrcognition accuracy and aYrrage process tin1c 

grammar word ace. I tirne (sec .) 
Julian HTK 

PG1 88.6 1 3.2 88 .6 1 10.5 
(1000) ( 4500) 

PG2 74.7 1 6.2 73.7 1 44.2 
(2000) (21000) 

SG1 97.1 1 3.4 -

(600) ( - ) 
SG2 91.4 1 7.o -

(1500) (- ) 
CP : UltraSPARC 300I\IHz 

real tirnc : 3. 2 sec. 
embraced nun1ber is bearn width 

than the first pass. As the heuristics works well on the second pass, the final result vvas 

obtained best-first in most san1ples. The virtual beam width of the seco11d pass b2 is only 

from 21 to 26, which can be neglectrd compared with the first pass . 

When applied to SG 1 and SG2, HTK decoder did not work because of the network 

explosion . Whereas Julian stably works and realizes word accuracy of 97.1 % in SG 1 

and 91.4% in SG2. The accuracies and average recognition times for all grammars are 

summarized in Table 3.2. Although it is hard to generate a compact gramn1ar network 

from BNF description in general, the word-pair constraint can be easily and feasibly 

extracted fron1 any grammar independent of their complexity which results in the stability 

and high performance of Julian. 

\Vith respect to the recognition speed, Julian costs signiftcantly less time to get the 

sarne accuracy. The results can be obtained within a real time in SG 1, and 2.2 tirnes t he 

real time in SG 2. 

3.5.4 Static Category-Pair Network vs. Dynamic Expansion 

Next, we compare the two rnethocls of applying the category-pair constraiut into search. 

One is the static rrpresentation with making sub-trees per category, and the other is the 

dynamic expansion with single tree lexicon and the constraint . The results are shown 

in Figure 3.7. the ctree+1best is the static one, and wtree+wpair is the dynamic one. 

Given enough bram width , their difference in accuracy i. less than 1%, which is not a 
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Tablr 3.3: Perfonnance with context-dependent model 

II nwnophonr I triphone I 
word ace. (%) 91.4 

avg. time (sec.) 7.0 
n1emory used (MB) 12 

CPU: UltraSP ARC 300MHz 
Grammar: SG2 

93.2 
20.0 
29 

significant difference. In tree-organizing the word lexicon , the nmnber of total phone 

nodes is reduced to 70.0% by the former category-level tree lexicon , and to 51.3% by the 

latter single tree . As the dynamic one has less nodes, its accuracy is less decr·eased even 

in a small beam. 

The average computational time for the category-tree static n1cthod is two thirds of 

the singlr-trec dynamic 1nethod. As the dynamic expansion apparrntly costs more and 

saturated accuracy is comparable, the static network is superior in that peak accuracy 

can be achieved with 1nuch less processing time[4] [26]. 

3.5.5 Effect of Context-Dependent Model 

Finally, acoustic models are changed to context-dependent triphone H:\Hd instead of 

rnonophonc. The recognition results are compared in Table 3.3. Recognition errors arc 

reduced by 21% relatively, and the final accuracy reaches 93.2%. On the other hand, 

a large-scale triphone model needs much memory and computational cost . The process 

ti1ne grows by almost three times. 

3.6 Conclusion 

An efficient A* search is realized and evaluated in large vocabulary continu ous speech 

recognition based on a finite-automaton grammar. The proposed search algorithrn uses 

category-pair constraint as heuristics and consists of the following two passes . 

1. First pass: an efficient decoding with compact category-pair constraint derived fr01n 

the original gramn1ar 

2. Second pass: an accurate best-first search using the preliminary results as heuristics 

and full parsing with the given grammar 
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Experimental results of the 5,000-word recognition task show that the proposrd 1nethod 

is superior to the conventional one-pass beam search in both accuracy and computational 

cost. Tests on many gramn1ars of different complexity and vocabulary sizrs show that the 

advantage becomes greater in larger vocabulary. The category-pa,ir constraint is stably 

extracted and robustly applied frorn any scale or complexity of given grammars. Our 

developed recognition parser Julian achieved the accuracy of 91.4% in 2.2 timrs tlw real 

time at the 5,000-word task, and 97.1% in almost real time at the 1 ,000-word task. 



Chapter 4 

Efficient LVCSR using Phonetic 
Tied-Mixture HMM 

4.1 Introduction 

Sharing Hl\IM parameters for accurate and efficient acoustic modeling has been a major 

concern in large vocabulary continuous speech recognition systems. A typical triphone 

model has thousands of states and hundreds of thousands of Gaussian distributions. Es

timation of such a large number of parameters requires huge amount of training data to 

obtain the desired accuracy. Thus, sharing of the model parameters in variou. levels arc 

widely adopted to reduce the ntnnber of total parameters. 

The current dominant approach of parameter tying is to share the states among certain 

clusters of triphone rnodel according to acoustic similarity. This is called a shared-state 

triphone model[27] . The state clusters ar defined by either top-down similarity rules of its 

contexts or bottom-up acoustic similarity given by their output probability distributions. 

Another approach is a tied-mixture (TM) system where a single set of Gaussian distribu

tions is shared by all HMl\IIs while each state has different mixture weights. There is also 

an extended form of the TM model called phonetic tied mixture (PTM) HMM[28][29], 

where a set of Gaussian components is defined independently for each phone and the 

triphone variants of the same base phone share the corresponding Gaussian set. 

The TM and PTl\II HMM are advantageous to the state-clustered triphone in that over

lapping mixture distributions on different states are properly modeled with less Gaussians 

and the training can be more reliable. In conventional TM and PTM HMM, however, as 

all Gaussian distributions in different states (within a phone in PTM) should be covered 

by one code book, the size often get very large to the extent of hundreds or thousands. It 
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is not easy to train such a large mixture to an optimal point . In this chapter wc propose 
a PTM model of anothrr paran1etcr sharing schcn1e, a phonetic state-based tied rnixture 

model that realizes both easy training and reliable cstin1ation. 

Another nlC'rit of T~1 ovrr the shared state triphone model is that since it has a larger 

codcbook with less redundant distributions, it is easier to introduce pruning mechanisn1 

in Ganssian mixture computation. Therefore , several pruning n1cthods arc also proposed 
and con1pared. 

4.2 Parameter Sharing in Acoustic Models 

First~ the parameter sharing scherne of the shared-state triphone, T.\1, and PT I rnoclels 

arc compared on how they represent the entire acoustic space . For clear discussions, 

the output probability type in the following discussion is assurnecl to be a rnixt urc of 

continuous density di tributions, where an output probability i composed by a weighed 

linear cornbination of multivariate Gaussian distributions of diagonal co-variances. 

A triphone model defines separate states for each context-dependent phone variant 

in order to represent the cross-phone articulation effects precisely. Since man,v context

dependent states have their own mixtures , the number of acoustic pararneters to be trained 
becomes large proportional to the ntunber of states . As it is hard to prepare a sufficient 

amount of training set that covers all the possible triphone variants, sharing the state's 
among acoustically similar ones is usually adopted[27][30] . 

But this state-level sharing of acoustic distributions is not necessarily efficient. Even if 

the states arc dcterrnined to be separated ( unshared) by having differences between their 
entire aconstic probabilities , those states may still have overlapping distributions arnong 

them. It n1eans there rnay be many redundant Gaussians defined for the sarnc overlapping 

distributions. Such redundancy on parameter definition requires training data for separate 
states, and cYcn n1orc data as a whole, thus makes parameter estimation unreliable. 

In Tl'd H:\I I, on the other hand , a set of a large number of rnixturc components is 
shared among all states while each states has different rnixturc weights. A whole acoustic 
space is rnodclccl with a larger rnixture unit , and the overlapping rnixturr components are 

well rrprcscntcd with less parameters. 

However. T I rnodcls han~ not dcrnonstrated as good perfonnance as the shared-state 
triphone nwdcl. The total number of mixture cornponents of TM model is usually smaller 
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by a magnitude, thus it cannot have enough discriminatiYc ability. The root cause is that 

it is not easy to train or estimate a large-scale codebook of distributions as a whole. 

This problem also arises in a conventional PT~i n10clel. In conventional PTl\I, a rather 

small codebook is defined for each phone and shared among all states in triphonr variants 

of the same base phon . As the acoustic space to be modeled on each codcbook is rather 

narrow, the code book size can be smaller than T0.1: models. However. training rnany 
codebooks that consists of hundreds of mixtures to optimal point for each phone is still 

not easy. 

4.3 A Phonetic Tied-Mixture Model based on Mono
phone Model 

Based on thcs viewpoints, we propose a new PTIYI model that shares Gaussian com
ponents of monophone states . A set of Gaussians are trained independently for states 

of each position of each base phone as codebooks, and assigned to states of the same 

topological position in their triphone variants. Each state has different weights for the 

assigned codebook. 

This proposed model is an inter-mediat of the shared-state triphone and the conven-
tional TM . It is more efficient than shared-state triphone and allows larger-scale rnodel 

than conventional T:tvi. Cmnpared with the shared-state triphone model , the redundant 
Gaussians in overlapping space are n1erged by tying the Gaussian set of each state among 
triphone variants . Compared with conventional PTM model, the Gaussian distributions 
is modeled more accurately by having independent mixture components on different po-

sition . 

Especially, the codebooks can be derived straight-forwardly from monophone mixtures. 
As the EM algorithm can be used to train the monophone mixture , larger codcbooks can 

be reliably estimated by gradually increasing their numbers of components than conven-

tional TM rnodels . 

4.3.1 Definition of Model 

To make differences clear, computation of output probability is explained for the three 
models: shared-state triphone, TM , and proposed PTM. In basic hared-state triphone, 
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an output probability of state SJ for input vector 0 is calculated as show below. 

1\fj 

b(OIS1) L Wjm · P(OIGJm) ( 4.1) 
1n= l 

Hrre lv!J is the number of rnixtures Gjm i the 1n-th Gaussian distribution assigned to 

state Sj, and 'WJrn is the corresponding weights. P(OIG1m) is the output probability of 

Gaussian Gjm for input vector 0. 

In aT 1 model, a set of Gaussian distributions is defined as a codebook
1 

and all states 

refer to them with their own weights . Assuming C as the code book and N is Lhc total 

number of Gaussians the output probability for each state s1 i~ calculated as: 

c 

b(OISJ) 

{ Gi : 1 :S i :S 1V} 
N 

l:: wji ·P(OIGi) 
i=] 

(4.2) 

(.t.3) 

In actual, only mixture components whose weights are large enough arc selected for conl

putation, instead of all 'V components. 

In the proposed PT I, a cod book is defined for each state position of each phone . 

In other words, among triphone variants of the same base phone p . the l-th states share 

the coclebook Cpl · Here assume phone(j) as the base phone of the triphonc in which s1 
belongs, and position(j) as the position of sj in the phone, then the output probability 

is calculated as: 

p 

b(OIS1) 

phone(j) 

position(j) 

{Gplm: 0 :S m < NPL} 
Npl 

L 'Wjm · P(OIGpLm) 
m = l 

( 4.4) 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

Npl is the number of Gaussians in the codebook Cp1, assigned to the l-th position of 

triphone variants of base phone p. Note that we assume here that the triphones of the 

Saine base phone has the sa1ne number of states. 

4.3.2 Synthesizing Monophone and Triphone Models 

The proposed PT 11 HI\II\I is synthesized from state-clustered triphones and a monophone 

modrl as illustrated iu Figure 4.1. First, the whole state sets of state-clustered triphone 
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Figure 4.1: Building proposed PTM HMl\1 
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Hl\1M are copied while stripping off the mixture definitions. Their state sharing structure 

is kept unchanged . Next, for each state, the Gaussian distribution set of the corresponding 

phone and state position frmn monophone HMl\1 is assigned and shared . Tied triphone 

states also share both the arne mixture components and weights, and non-tied states 

hare only the mixture components and have different rnixture \veights. Finally, the 

overall rnixtures and weights are re-estimated for optimization by maximum likelihood 

estimation . 

The construction process is straightforward and easy. Mixtures are estirnated by 

monophone models by gradually increasing their numbers of components. This makes 

it easy to reliably estimate a large number of rnixtures. Context-dependent modeling is 

realized by the state-clusters of the conventional triphones. Here, corresponding mixture 

components are substantially assigned by different weighting among a large codebook that 

efficiently covers the whole acoustic space. 

4.3.3 Training Procedure 

Actual steps for building this model is as follows: 

1. Train shared-state triphone HMMs. The mixture components of this model are used 
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only for detf'rmining state-sharing, so a single Gaussian is enough. Any 1nethod can 

br used to determine the state sharing, but the number of states in a phone 1nust 

be the sa1ne as the monophone on step 2, and only states of the same topological 

position within a phone are allovved to be shared. In this work, top-clovvn decision 

tree clustering is adopted. 

2. Train monophone Hrv1Iv1s that have a large Gaussian 1nixturc for each state . \) 

parameter tying is done here. 

3. Extract the state definitions (state narnes and transitions) from the shared-state 

HlVITVIs in step 1. For each state, information of its position in the triphonc and the 

basr phone to which it belongs is kept for later synthesis. 

4. Extract the n1ixture definitions (Gaussian sets and weights) frmn the n1onophone 

HMY.Is in step 2. For each set of Gaussians and \Yeight, , the corresponding phone 

and location in monophone is kept for later synthesis. 

5. For each state, assign the extracted Gaussian set from the corrc ponding state of 

monophone HMNI. 

6. Re-estimate the mixture components and \veights to discrirninate triphones . The 

mixture itself is also re-trained . 

4.4 Gaussian Pruning 

Acoustic matching often occupies the largest part of processing time in current recognition 

systems, becau e a large nUinber of Gaussian distributions must be computed . So reducing 

the cost is significant for fast decoding. 

It is obvious that computing only the Gaussians of high probabilities is effective for 

reducing t he acoustic computation cost. Actually, among all Gaussians within a mixture, 

those nrar the input vector have dominant effect on t he output probability, and others 

do not affect the final result. So cornputing only the best Gaussians for each given input 

effectively reduces the computation cost. Especially, such a pruning mechanism works 

more effectively with PT~l than tied-state triphone H~1M, since state probabilities can 

be exprrssed by s1naller nurnbcr of larger codebooks. 
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Gaussian pruning is one approach to achieve the srlection of Gaussians , by detennining 

which ones arc not promising dynarnically in computing thr mixtures. The basic concept 

of this pruning 1nethod has been proposed and implemented in a rather simplr way[29, 31] . 

In this study, we investigate more efficient implc1nentation to rcalizr thr Gaussian pruning , 

and evaluate them by comparison through recognition expcrinwnts. 

4.4.1 Calculation of Output Probability in PTM 

Given a Gaussian distribution G with mean vector fL , covariance matrix I: and numbrr 

of vector dimension d, its output probability for an input vector 0 is calculated by the 

following equation. 

P(O\G) = 1 e- ~ (0 -J.L)tE - l (O - JJ) 
j(2w)d\I:\ 

(4.8) 

As we assume I: to be diagonal in this study, it is equivalent to compute the following. 

Q( O\G) = _ d log 2w +log \I:\ _ ~ t ( Ov - f-lv)
2 

( 4_9) 
2 2 v= l CJv 

Here Q(O\G) is the log likelihood of P(O\G), f-Lv is individual vector component of p and 

a71 is the corresponding diagonal component of I:. 

Gsing q(O\G , v) as the partial accumulation of the log likelihood of G up to dimension 

v, the following recurrence formula is derived. 

q(O\G, 0) 

q(O\G, v) 

Q(O\G) 

d log 2w + log \I:\ 
2 

( 0 IJ, )
2 

q(O\G,v -1)- v - t-v 
2CJv 

q(O\G d) 

( 4.10) 

Equation 4.10 shows that q( 0 \G, v) deer ases in monotony as calculation goe:. So, if the 

log probability of a Gaussian become below a threshold , its final value is guaranteed to 

be below the threshold . Gaussian pruning uses this feature to determine which Gaussian 

can be neglected. 

To apply Gaussian pruning 111 PTM models, a ll existing codebooks Cpt arc pre-

computed for each frame in the following steps. 

1. Set a threshold value. 

2. Calculate probabilities of all Gaussian Gplm (1 ::; m ::; Npt) in the c.:odebook by 

Equation 4 .10. For each Gaussian, if q(O\Gptm, v) becomes below the threshold at 

a dimension v, calculation is terminated and it is discarded. 
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After the probabilities of all code books are cmnputecl, the acoustic probability of state SJ 

is calculated by Equation 4.7, using its ovvn weights and skipping the pruned Gaussians. 

4.4.2 Pruning Methods 

Several mrt hods to determine the threshold in Gaussian pruning are invesLiga tecl. Thr 

purpose is to grt k-best Gaussians out of a mixture while cutting off as much computations 

of other Gaussians as possible. 

a) k-best safe pruning Usc the value of the tcrnporary k-th best Gaussian as the 

pruning threshold. A Gaussian is pruned if the acctunulated distance reaches under Lhe 

threshold during computing each distance cmnponent. If it is not pruned to the last 

dimension , it nwans that the value is within the k-best, so update the k-best threshold. 

The pruning condition is defined as the following (J( rncans the set oft hr current k- best 

Gaussians): 

q(OIG, v) < n1in Q(O IG') 
G'' E K 

(4 .11) 

b) k-best safe pruning, previous best Same as abo\·e but the k-bcst Gaussians of the 

previous tin1e frame are computed first. As input vectors change gradually in successin~ 

frames , we can expect that the best Gaussians in the previous frame get higher scores . 

This n1akcs the initial threshold closer to the true k- best value. 

c) k-best with heuristic estimation In computing a Gaussian. its expected value is 

estin1atcd by adding the ternporary rnaximum values of the yct-to-be-con1putcd dimen

sions to the current accurnulated distance. Pruning is performed by the estimatr.d scorr. 

The initial maxirnum score on each dimension is set up by computing the previous k-bcst 

Gaussian set prcuK first. The estimated value from dimension 'U1 to the last is cornpu tcd 

as: 
d ( )2 A(OIC ') _ 1 "' { Otv - Pmv } q :r v - - - L n1ax 

2 v=v' G'' Eprev i< D"mv 
(4 .12) 

Then the pruning condition is defined using the q(OIG,v'): 

q(OIG, v) + q(OIG, v + 1) < min Q(OIG') 
G'' E f( 

( 4.13) 

That is, 

q(OIG, 1) < min Q(OIG')- q(OIG, v + 1) 
G' E f( 

(4.14) 
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d) beam pruning Instead of Gaussian 's final score , an inclrprnclrnt threshold is srt 

up for each dinwnsion. The thresholds arc defined by subtracting a cPrtain offset. ( corre

sponding to a beam width) from the maximum of q(OIG, v). First , compute the previous 

k-bcst Gaussians and get the maxin1urn for each dirnension . A Gaussian is prunecl if its 

accumulated score up to the dimension is below the offset range. The pruning condition 

is defined as: 

q(O IG, v) < max q(OIG' , v)- offset 
C' Eprev K 

(4.15) 

The former two thresholds arc safe in that the accurate k-bc. t Gaussians arc guar·an

teed to be obtained without errors. The latter two are unsafe, rather aggressive rncthods 

where k-bcst Gaussians can be lost in the computation process by mis-leading heuristics 

or using a too small offset. 

4.5 Experimental Evaluation 

4.5.1 Task and Database 

Accuracy and efficiency of the proposed PTM model arc evaluated through recognition 

experiments . vVe build g nder-independent PTM HMM from 64 mixture monophonc 

H IM and 3000 state shared-state triphone HMivi. 

The task is 20k-word dictation of Japanese newspaper articlcs [16] with a word 3-grarn 

model. The acoustic model is integrated with Julius, our two-pass decoder based on 

best-first search[32] . All decoding techniques described in chapter 2 arc adopted to get 

the best performance. The reference models are gender-independent tied-state triphonc 

models. They are all of 2,000 states but different in number of mixture components per 

state. These modules are all available in Japanese dictation toolkit[33] . The proposed 

PTI'v1 is trained by exactly the same corpus as the reference models . 

The specification of the models is shown in Table 4.1. The shared-state triphone hac 

dedicated mixtures for different states, while the PTM has 129 coclebooks of 64 Gaussians 

for 43 phones and 3 states for each. The total number of Gaussians of PTM is almost 

equal to t he 4 mixture shared-state triphonc. 

Test-set contains 200 sentences spoken by 46 speakers, equal number of male and 

female. Recognition is run on Sun Solaris workstation with ltraSPARC 300MHz. 
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Table 4.1: Specification of acoustic Hl'vi:M 

Gaussians total nun1. of 
model states code books per codebook Gaussian 

tri phone , 2000 x 16 2000 f.- 16 32000 
triphonr , 2000 x 8 2000 f.- 8 16000 
triphonr, 2000x 4 2000 f.- 4 8000 

PTlVI 3000 129 6':!: 8256 

Table 4.2: C01nparison of rnodds 

model II word I accuracy 
triphone , 2000 x 16 93.8 
triphone , 2000 x 8 92.7 
triphone , 2000 x 4 90.8 
PTl\1 , synthesized 92.3 
PT 1, re-trained 93.0 

beam width: 1500 

4.5.2 Comparison of Models 

Word accuracy of the PT 1 model and triphone models is compared in Table 4.2. The 

proposed PT If achieves higher accuracy than t he shared-state triphone of the same com

plexity (i.e. total number of Gaussian), and is comparable to the triphone of four times 

as many mixture components. The figure is almost best for the test-set . Thus it is proved 

that the proposed PTM is sup rior to the triphone in that the same accuracy can be 

achieved with less parameters. The "PTlV1, synthesized" in Table 4.2 is a model that 

rc-cstimatrs on ly the mixture weights and does not re-train the mixture cornponents. On 

the other hand , thr "PT~vi , re-trained" 1nodel re-estimates both. The latter achievrs bet

ter accuracy, thus it is shown that re-estimating not only 1nixture weights but also the 

Gaussian distributions is effective. 

I\ ext , vve rxarnine how these models arc affected by Gaussian pruning. Accuracy of 

the n10dcls against various numbers of selected Gaussians is plotted in Figure 4.2 . For 

comparison, Gaussians arc pruned independently for each codebook in PTivl and across all 

Gaussians in triphone rnodcls. A snu1ller bearn width is used in decoding for convenience. 

The applied prunjng 1nethocl is "k-best safe, previous-best ', which cause no pruning error. 
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The proposed PTl\,1 keeps high accuracy even when the number of selected Gaussians 

limited to only 3o/c (2-best out of 64 mixture components in a mixture , 258 in total) . 

On the other hand , triphone systems are obviously sensitive to Gaussian pruning. OvPr 

2000 Gaussians per frame are required to get sufficient accuracy. Our state-based PTiVI 

efficiently covers the while acoustic space, and makes severe pruning possible. 

Thus , our PTM model is proved to be both n1ore accurate and efficient than the 

shared-state triphone models. 

4.5.3 Comparison of Gaussian Pruning Methods 

ext, we evaluate the performance of Gaussian pruning methods to r ducc the total 

computation cost . In this comparison , the purpose is to select the best 2 Gaussians out 

of 64 mixture Gaussians with cutting computation of others as much as possible. The 

computational cost is measured by the total percentage of computed Gaussian distance 

components (100% means no pruning). The nmnber of vector dimension is 25. 

In Table 4 .3, both computed amount and word accuracy for the proposed methods arc 

listed. The first safe pruning method reduces t he computed Gaussian distances to 59%. 

By setting an initial threshold by the previous k-best Gaussians, the ratio is irnproved 
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Table 4.3: Cornparison of Gaussian pruning rncthods 

Gaussian distance word 
pruning methods cmnponrnts con1puted accuracy 

a) k-bcst safe 59% 92.5 
b) k-be~t t>afe. previous-best 52% 92.5 
c) k-best with heuristics 36% 92.3 
d) beam pruning 21% 92.2 

beam width : 800, 2-best selected 

to 52%. As pruning error never occurs in these n1ethods , tlwy arc sirnplc and reasonable 
ways to reduce the acoustic n1atching cost without decreasing anj accuracy. 

sing the heuristic estirnation reduces the cost further to 36% with a little pruning 
error. The beam pruning method realizes the best perfonnance. The con1putcd densities 
arc remarkably reduced to 21 % with only a little loss of accuracy. 

Furthermore, the effect of offset value in bearn pruning is examined. Figure 4.3 shows 
the reduction rate of computed Gaussian distance components and recognition accuracy. 

The cmnputation cost is stably reduced in proportion to the offset value. The maxirnum 

reduction reaches 11 o/c when the bearn offset is set to 0, but the accuracy is greatly spoiled . 
By giving a sufficient offset, the accuracy is recovered to the original leYcl. Thus, it is 
proved that setting a proper offset to the threshold is significant in beam pruning. Based 

on thcsr results , an offset value of 2.5 was adopted in d) of Table .J .3. 

4.6 Monophone Lexicon Tree on Preliminary Recog
nition 

As the proposed PT 1 HMM is built using mixtures of monophone HMM, it is possible 
to re-define n1onophone model based on triphones by sharing the same rnixturc compo
nents. As rnonophone is context-independent, we can make a smaller lexical tree and omit 

handling context dependency. So we explore the possibility of using a rnonophone tree 
lexicon at the preliminary recognition in our multi-pass decoder for further efficiency. 

The result is shown in Table 4.4. The compaction of the lexicon tree docs not irnprove 
the recognition speed, and the increased errors on the preliminary pass affect the accuracy 
on the final result. The results confirmed that the use of better acoustic rnodel on the 
first pass is significant . 
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Table 4.4 : Lexicon tree: triphone vs. monophone 

lexicon II state # I accuracy ( accl) I time ( x RT) 

triphone 173251 1 92.2 (82.2) 
mono phone 128188 90.2 (76.8) 

accl: accuracy on the preliminary pass 
CPU: ltraSPARC 300MH~ 
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4. 7 System Performance 

Finally, vvc pursne the maximum recognition perfonnance with our proposed PTI\1. Thr 

f1veragc processing tirne in real time factor and the word error rate with various search 

pararnetcr settings (beam width and so on) is plotted in Figure 4.4 . Bv tuning , ·earch 

pararncters and using a smaller beam width, accuracy of 91.4% is achieved with a speed 

of 2.5 times the real tirne. 

4.8 Conclusion 

A new PTM rnodcl with state-based mixture-tying scheme has been introduced . The 

rnodcl is synthesized fron1 rnixtures of a rnonophone model and state-clusters of triphone 

models. As construction of the model is straightforward , training of the parameters can 

be more reliable. 

This rnodrl achieves a word error rate of 7.0%, which is cmnparable to the best figure 

by the triphonc of rnuch higher complexity. With Gaussian pruning, cmnputing only 2 out 

of 64 mixtures per state docs not cause any loss of accuracy. The acoustic cmnputational 

cost is reducrd to about 20 Yo by the bcarn pruning method. 

Chapter 5 

Japanese Dictation System 

5.1 Introduction 

Large Vocabulary Continuous Speech Recognition (LVCSR) that we have studied in this 

thesis is a basis of speech technology applications in the next generation including a voice

input word processor and dictation of broadcast programs or personal audio tapes. Its 

component technologies can also be used in various applications such as spoken dialogue 

interfaces . 

In order to build an LVCSR system, high-accuracy acoustic models, large-scale lan-

guage models and an efficient recognition program (decoder) are essential[34][35][5] [7]. 

Integration of these components and adaptation techniques for real-world environment 

are al o needed. In order to promote both research of various component technologirs 

and development of such complex systems, we have recognized the necessity of a common 

platform. 

We have adopted Mainichi Newspaper, one of the nation-wide general newspapers 

in Japan, for the sharable corpus of both text and speech[16], and organized a project 

to develop a standard software repository that includes acoustic and language models 

and recognition programs[33]. The three-year project (1997-2000), funded by the IPA 

(Information-technology Promotion Agency), Japan, is a collaboration of researchers of 

different academic institut s. The software repository as the product of the project is 

available to the public . The overview of the corpus and software mentioned here is depicted 

in Figure 5.1. 

The specifications of acoustic models, language models and recognition engine arc 

described in this chapter. We also report evaluation of each module under 20K-word and 

60K-word Japanese dictation task. 
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Figure 5.1 : Platform of LVCSR 

5.2 Specification of Models and Programs 

5.2.1 Acoustic Model 

Acoustic n1odels are based on continuous density HI\Hd . They are available in the HTK 

format[25]. 

We have trained several kinds of Japanese acoustic models from a context-independent 

phone model to triphone models , as listed in Table 5.1. Gender-dependent 1nodels are 

prepared for each 1nodel type, and the typical ones also has gender-independent models . 

The phonetic ticd-1nixture 1nodels as described in chapter 4 is also indudrcl for efficient 

decoding. srrs can choose an adequate model according to the purpose. A sin1pler n1ocld 

realizes faster recognition at the expense of accuracy degradation . 

The set of 43 .Japanese phones are listed in Table 5.2 . The phone notation is defined 

by AcOlvtical Society of Japan (ASJ) committee on speech database. Here, the symbols 

a: I'V o: stand for long vowels and the symbol q for a double consonant. Three pause 

n1oclels, silB , silE and sp , are introduced for pauses at the beginning, at the end of 

utterances and betvvcen vvord , respectively. 

The acoustic rnodrls arc trained with ASJ speech databases of phonetically balanced 

sentences (AS.J-PB) and newspaper article texts (ASJ-J AS) . In total , around 20K sen-

5.2. SPECIFICATION OF 1\IODELS A.1VD PROGRA.l\IS 

Table 5.1: List of acoustic models 

model #state I #n1ixture I gender 

1nonophonr 129 4, 8, 16 GD , GI 
triphone 1000 1000 4, 8, 16 GD 
triphonc 2000 2000 4, 8, 16 GD, GI 
triphone 3000 3000 4, 8, 16 GD 
PTM triphone 3000/129 64 GD , GI 

Table 5.2: List of Japanese phones 

a i u e o a: 1: u: e: o: N w y 

p py t k ky b by d dy g gy ts ch 
m my n ny h hy f s sh z j r ry 

q sp silB silE 

tences uttered by 132 speakers are available for each gender. 
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The speech data were sampled at 16kHz and 16bit. Twelfth-order mel-frequency cep

stral corfficients (MFCC) arc computed every lOms. The difference of the coefficients (~ 

MFCC) and pow r (~ LogPow) arc also incorporated. So the pattern vector at each frame 

consists of 25 ( = 12+ 12+ 1) variables. Cepstral mean normalization ( CM ) is perforn1ed 

on whole utterances to offset the channel mis-match. 

Each phone model consists of three states excluding the initial and final states that 

have no distributions . The state transitions are all left-to-right , and the path from the 

initial state and that to the final state are limited to one. 

When a triphone model is applied to CSR, it has to cover all possible combinations of 

the phones . Thus , an extra file is used to define the mapping from the possible tuples (log

ical tri phone) to prepared models (physical tri phone). In actual, there are not sufficient 

data for all logical triphones. So the decision tree-based clustering is performed to build 

physical triphones that group si1nilar contexts and can be trained with reasonable data. 

By changing the threshold of clustering, w set up a variety of models whose number of 

the states is 1000, 2000 and 3000, respectively. 

The PTM model is built from Gaussian sets derived from monophones of 64 mixtures 

and state set from triphone of 3000 states. The triphone states share the Gaussian sets of 

the corresponding state in monophone , and only has different weights for each Gaussian 

components . The Gaussian sets and weights are then re-trained for optimization. This 

model effectively represent context-dependency of phones while the training procedure i 
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Table 5.3: Lexical coverage 

vocabulary size coverage 
5000 88.3% 
20000 96.4% 
24000 97.0% 
53000 99.0% 
60000 99.2% 
101000 99.7% 
154000 99.9% 

stahlc and reliable. 

5.2.2 Lexicon 

A lexicon is a set of lexical entries specified with their notations and baseforn1s. It is 

provided in the HTK fornutt[25). 

The lexicon is consistent with both the acoustic n1odel and the language model. The 

phone symbols used in the baseforms arc covered \Vith the acoustic n1odcl. For each lexical 

entry, its probability is given by the language model (at least 1-gram). 

The vocabulary consists of the most frequent words ( =nwrphs) in I\Iainichi newspaper 

article from Jan. 1991 to Scp . 1994 (45 rnonths) [16). In Japanese , lexical entries 

are mainly defined by a morphological analyzer that segments undelimited texts. In 

this toolkit , we adopt the morphological analysis tool called "Chasen" [36]. l\ ot a few 

lexical entries have multiple baseforn1 entries because Japanese Kanji usually has multiple 

pronunciations. The lexicon also includes entries of comma, period and question marks 

that are re-written as a pause in pronunciation. 

The pronunciations arc based on the 1 HK 1 Japanese pronunciation and stress dictio

nary. A post-processing tool called "Cha Wan" is also included to correct the ambiguity of 

the pronunciations. In Japanese , nurnerals has various baseform depending on the context 

and following counter suffix often varies to voiced consonant. This ambiguity i handled 

by Cha \Van after processed by Chasen . 

Generally, the mm·phs of different parts of speech have different tendency of possible 

adjacent words , even if they arc san1e in notation. In order to irnprove language modeling, 

we distingnish lexical entries by not only their notations but also their morphological 

L Japan Broadcasting Corporation 

5.2. SPECIFICATION OF l\IODELS AND PROGRA~\IS 

Table 5.4: Specification of 20K N-gram 

45month cutoff-1-1 
45month cutofi'-4-4 
45month compress10% 
75month cutoff-1-1 
75month cutoff-4-4 
75month compress10% 

2-gram I 
cntnes 

1,238,929 
657,759 

1,238,929 
1,675,803 

901,475 
1,675 ,803 

3-gram I 
entries 

4,733,916 
1,593,020 

473 ,176 
7,445.209 
2,629,605 

744,438 

Table 5.5: Specification of 60K N-gram 

75month cutoff-1-1 
75month compress10% 

2-gram I 3-gram I 
entries entrie~ 

2,420 ,231 8,368,5071 
2,420 ,231 836,852 
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attributes (part-of-speech tag ) . The lexical coverage of various vocabulary sizes is listed 

in Table 5.3. Finally, lexicons of 5K , 20K an<l 60K vocabulary size is available. The 60K 

lexicon realizes coverage of over 99%. 

5.2.3 Language Model 

l\-gram langnage models are constructed based on the lexicon. Specifically, word 2-gram 

and 3-gran1 models arc trained using back-off smoothing. Witten-Bell discounting method 

is used to compute back-off coefficients. The models are available in the CMU-Cambridgc 

SLM toolkit fonnat[37] . 

The comma, period and question marks are also included in th statistical language 

models . As a result, the occurrence of short pauses between words is estimated by the 

probabilities of the e symbols that correspond to pauses. 

The cut-off thresholds for the baseline -gram entries are 1 for 2-gram and 2 for 3-gram. 

ore compact models are also prepared for memory efficiency by setting higher cut-off 

thresholds ( 4). Moreover, entropy-based cut-off is tried by deleting entries successively to 

minimize the mutual entropy between before and after EI\1 training[38]. By applying the 

n1ethod, a compact model that has only 10% of 3-gram entries are also prepared. 

The training corpus (Mainichi newspaper '91/01- '94/09 and '95/01-'97 /06) after pre

processing has 1181\II words (=morphs). Specifications of there. ultant model for the 20K 
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Table 5.6: Overview of decoder Julius 
cross-·word language model search approx. 
phone model 

1st pass approximate 2-grarn 1-brst 
2nd pass accurate 3-grarn N-best 

and 60K lexicon arc shown in Table 5.4 and Table 5.5. Each entry occupies 18 bytes for 

2-gnun and 6 bytes for 3-granl in our decoder. For the decoder that pcrforn1s forward

backward search, the backward 3-grmn n1odel is trainrd. 

5.2.4 Decoder 

The recognition engine .Tulius [32] has been developed to interface the acoustic model and 

the language rnodel. It can deal with various types of the models, thus can be used for 
their evaluation. 

Various kinds of rnodels arc supported. l\Ionophone and Triphonr Hl\I 1 with any 

number of n1ixtures, states, phones can be used . It can also handlrs ticcl-n1ixture models 

with Gaussian pruning. These model types are automatically identified. The maxirnum 

size of vocabulary i 65535 words . 

Speech input by waveform file (16bit PCM) or patter Yector file (HTK format) is 

supported. Live microphone input is also available on Linux, Sun and SG I workstations 

and DAT-Link/netaudio. Iote that only the speech analysis that is needed by the acoustic 

rnoclcls as described before is in1plemented . 

Julius performs two-pass (forward-backward) search using word 2-gram and 3-grarn on 

the rrsprctive passes. The included version in this toolkit integrates all search techniques 

described in chaptrr 2. The various search parameters can be determined in configuration 

file such as brarn width, language weight, insertion penalty, word envelope width and so 

on. On"rview of the decoder is sumrr1arized in Table 5.6. 

5.3 Japanese Dictation System 

By integrating the 1nod ulrs specified in the previous section, a .Japanese dictation system 

ha bren de. igned and irnplementecl . 

The block digram of thr system is illustratrd in Figure 5.2. The acoustic model and 

language model ar(' intcgratrd based on the decoder specification. In the first pass, word 

5.4. EVALUATION OF l\IODULES A. ~\JD SYSTE~IS 

1st pass 2nd pass 

·:·. stack decoding 

····· ·· sear~~::e:~sc~~? ···· ::~~ence 

I ~~~;~h~~~;j~~~~ ________ J ________ __ _ J ______ J 
~ 

~analysis ~ 
r--,_ _,.._,. _,.._ ... _""-"-" -"" -"-"~ 

Acoustic 
Model 

Decoder 

Language 
Model 

Figure 5.2: Block diagram of Japanese dictation system 
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2-gram is applied and inter-word phonetic context dependency (CD) is approximately 

handled . \Vord 3-gram and full inter-word context dependency, which are more precise 

and computationally expensive, are incorporated in the second pass to re-score and search 

on the reduced candidates. 

Since there are several variations in both acoustic model and language model , we 

can de ign different systems accordingly. Typically, use of monophone model instead 

of context dependent model makes an efficiency-oriented system. Setting of decoding 

parameters such as the beam width may also yield variations of the system. 

20K-word and 60K-word dictation system was developed. The components indepen

dently developed at different sites were successfully integrated. 

5.4 Evaluation of Modules and Systems 

The integrated system can be used to evaluate the cmnponent modules , in turn. By chang

ing the modules, we can evaluate their ffects with resp 'Ct to the recognition accuracy 

and efficiency. These evaluations were execut d on the 20K-word system. 

For the evaluation, we have used a portion of the ASJ-J AS speech database that .. were 

not used for training of the acoustic model (IPA-98-testset) 2
. We picked up 23 speakers 

and 100 utterances in total for both male and female. The uttered sentences are text-open 

2 http://www.milab.is.tsukuba.ac.jp/jnas/test-set/rnale/rnale1~ARGE.txt, 
http://www.rnilab.is.tsukuba.ac.jp/jnas/test-set/fernale/fernale1~ARGE.txt 
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Table 5. 7: Evaluation of language models 

II accuracy I L1vi size I 
20K 75month cutoff-1-1 94.3 79MB 

20K 75rnonth compress10% 94.3 38MB 
60K 75month cutoff-1-1 93.7 100MB 

60K 75month compress10% 93.5 55MB 

to the language 1nodel training. The total number of words in the test-set s<unples is 1575, 

and 0.44% of the1n are unknown words which uncovered by the 20K lexicon . 

Word accuracy is used as the evaluation criterion. Definition of the 'NOrd accuracy in 

Japanese involves several issues. First, the length of word unit is not explicitly dctcnnined 

and may vary when using different morpherne analysis . In this experirncnt , word unit is 

fixed to the morpherne for si1nple discussion. Second, even if the same n1orphcrnc analysis 

is used, there is some ambiguity that the same sequence rnay be interpreted in scYeral ways . 

For example, J apanesc morpheme "tomoni" (=together) can be segmented as "touw" + 

"ni". Toward this problem, concatenation of compound words in recognition result is 

perfonned before rnatched to the answer transcription . Furthermorr, Japanese has se\·eral 

transcription for a word, in Kanji (Chinese character) and in Kana (pronunciation-based 

representation), which makes answer matching difficult. Converting them all to Kana, 

however, confuses honwnyms. Here we use the Kanji transcription only. These ambiguity 

cause the autmnatic scoring tool to mis-judge the accuracy. Thr error increases by about 

0.5% cmnpared with hand decision. 

5.4.1 Evaluation of Language Models 

At first, we present evaluation of language models . The triphone 2000x16 and standard 

decoding is used. The n1odel cornpressed by entropy-based cut-off (compress1 0%) is com

pared with the baseline rnodel (cut-off 1-1) for both 20K-worcl and 60K-worcl task. 

Their word accuracy and size in memory is shown in Table 5.7. Increasing vocabulary 

size only resultcci iu a slight degradation of recognition accuracy by less than 1%, while the 

processing ti1ne increased by almost 30o/c. It is also confirrncd that compressing 3-gram 

entries to one tenth does not affect the accuracy. 
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Table 5.8: Evaluation of acoustic n1odcls (male) 

mix.4 mix.8 mix.16 
G D monophone 75.3 79.6 83.9 
G I monophone 68.3 78.0 81.7 

GD triphonc 2000 92.0 92.6 94.3 
GI triphone 2000 89.3 91.8 92.5 

GD PTM 129x64 (3000) 92.4 
GI PTM 129x64 (3000) 89.5 

Table 5.9: Evaluation of acoustic models (female) 

mix .4 mix .8 mix.16 
G D monophone 75 .5 80.7 88.9 
GI monophone 76.0 80.8 84.7 

G D trip hone 2000 92.0 94.4 95.2 
GI triphone 2000 92.3 93.4 94.8 

GD PTM 129x64 (3000) 94.6 
GI PTM 129x64 (3000) 94.3 

5.4.2 Evaluation of Acoustic Models 

. ext, we present evaluation of a variety of acoustic models. Here, the baseline language 

model (75 month, cut-off 1-1) and the decoder arc used with standard setting. 

The word accuracy is listed in Table 5.8 for male and Table 5.9 for female speakers, 

respectively. 

It is observed that the rnonophone model needs many mixture components to achieve 

high accuracy, while increase of model complexity of the triphone docs not i1nprove so 

much . It suggests that 1nuch more data is needed to train the triphone model to the 

full extent. The PTM model shows high accuracy almost equal to the triphone models 

with much less mixtures, while the recognition time is shorter than a half of the triphone 

HMM. The gender-independent models generally lose accuracy by a several percentage 

as compared with gender-depend nt models. There is not much performance difference 

between male and female results. 

5.4.3 System Assessment 

Finally, perfonnance of the total system is summarized in Table 5.10 for 20K-word system 

and Table 5.11 for 60K-word system. As performance measure, word accuracy (Ace.), 

word %correct ( Corr.), and processing speed in real time factor is shown in the tables. 
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The fast decoding in the tables means that the prrcise inter-word context dependency 

is not handled on the second pass, and aggressive bean1 pruning is used for Gaussian 

pruning. 

Three typical systern configurations arc listed, "accuracy-oriented systrrn", "efficicncy

orirnted system': and 'simple system". In the accuracy-oriented system with precise 

acoustic model (2000x16) and standard decoding with sufficient resources, ·word accuracy 

of about 95% is achieved. The efficiency-oriented system uses an efficirnt PTl\I I-I IIvl and 

the search paran1eters are also tuned, to achieve as fast decoding as possible whilt' keeping 

word accuracy of 90%. The result shows that recognition accuracy of ahnost 90% can be 

performed in almost real time in a current generic PCs. Using cmnpressrd language rnoclcl 

also suppress the work memory. The simple system uses inexpensi,·e n1onophonr Inodcl, 

intended to be used in environment of low rnachine resources . At a cost of degradation 

in word accuracy to about 84%, much faster decoding can be achieved . These n1rthods 

also work as well vvith a 60K-word task. 

5.5 System Refinements 

The ovrrall improvements of the Japanese dictation system since the project is founded 

is summarized . Table 5.1 2 is for systems oriented for obtaining high accuracy, and Table 

5.13 is for systems considering recognition speed . These figures are allnost the best ever 

reported on the same test and training set . 

Substantial irnprovements have been achieved by continuous refinement of models 

ancl search algorithrn. No training corpus has been largely strengthened for the rnodels 

(only text corpus was extended fron1 45 months to 75 months on the same dornain) , 

and no hardware improvements arc taken place for recognition speed, that is , the same 

workstation is used throughout to mrasure the search efficiency strictly. 

5.6 Conclusion 

The key property of thr software toolkit is generality and portability. As the formats 

and interfaces of the rnodules are widely acceptable, any modules can be easily replaced. 

Thus, the toolkit is suitable for research on individual component techniques as well as 

devclopn1ent of specific systr1ns. l\ [oreovcr, it is possible to rrplacc or integrate modules 

that arc developed at diffrrrnt sites and evaluate them. 
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Table 5.10: Specification of typical systems (20K) 

simple efficiency accuracy 

acoustic model monophone 16 PTM 129x64 triphone 2000x 16 
(0.5MB) (3.0MB) (8.6MB) 

language model 75month compress10% 75month cu toff-1-1 
(38 .0MB) (78.5MB) 

decoding fast fast standard 
CPU time 1.1x RT 2.3x RT 12.8x RT 

Acc,Corr(male) 82.6, 83 .5c 89.1 , 91.1c 94.3, 95.4c 
Ace, Corr (female) 85.7, 87.1c 91.8 , 93.1c 95.2, 96.2c 

Acc,Corr(GD ave) 84.2, 85 .3c 90.5, 92.1c 94.8, 95.8c 
Acc,Corr(GI) 81.5, 84.0c 89.7, 91.1c 93 .7, 94.7c 

RT (Real T ime): 5.8sec.jsample, CPU: Ultra SPARC 300MHz 

Table 5.11: Specification of typical systems (60K) 

efficiency accuracy 

acoustic model PTM 129x64 triphone 2000x16 
(3.0MB) (8 .6MB) 

language model 75 compress10% 75 cutoff-1-1 
(54.5MB) (99.7MB) 

decoding fast standard 
CPU time 2.9x RT 16.9x RT 

Ace, Corr( male) 89 .1 , 90 .9c 93.7, 94.6c 
Acc,Corr(female) 91.6 , 92.7c 93.4. 94.9c 

Acc ,Corr(GD ave) 90.4, 91.8c 93.6 , 94.8c 
Acc,Corr( GI) 88.9, 90.5c 93.2 , 94.2c 

RT (Real Time): 5.8sec.jsample, CPU: Ultra SPARC 300MH~ 
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Table 5.12: Pcrforrnance improvetncnts in accurate system 

I year II 5k system I 20k system I 60k system I 
'97 93.0% NjA NjA 
'98 93.5% 92.6% NjA 
'99 94.8% 93.6% 

CPU: Ultra SPARC 300MHz 

Table 5.13: Performance improYernents in fast systern 

I year II 5k system 20k system 60k system 
'97 87.2% (2.8 xRT) N/A N/A 
'98 87.7% (1.1 xRT) 84.2% (l.lxRT) /A 
'99 90.5% (2.3xRT) 90.4% (2.9xRT) 

CPU: Ultra SPARC 300l\!IHz 

It is proven that our platfonn demonstrates reasonable performance when adequately 

integrated. The current version of the software (decoder) works under standard Unix 

platfonn. It needs about 6 ,t~1B rnemory including space for the lauguagc nwdd. 

Finally, our systern achieves word accuracy of approximately 95% in 20,000-word dic

tation, and above 90o/c in a real time speed. Also it works with 60,000-word task, where 

word accuracy reaches to 94% . 

Chapter 6 

Conclusions 

We have studied various issues for multi-pass search algorithm in large vocabulary con

tinuous speech recognition (LVCSR). The search is separated into several passes, and the 

search space is gradually narrowed by the preliminary pass. The advantage over the con

ventional one-pass search is that large-scale and detailed models are easily applied. It is 

also easy to introduce other complicated linguistic knowledge for further refinement. 

Vve have proposed a two-pass search algorithm u ing word trelli index as an interme

diate form between passes. By keeping indexes of all word ends survived within beam, 

the search space can be efficiently constrained without loss of information. This form is 

superior to the conventional word graph form in both accuracy and computational cost. It 

realizes accurate re-scoring in the econd pass , and enables simple one-best approxitnation 

to be applied without loss of accuracy. 

Two implementations of the proposed search algorithm have been . tudied for different 

language models: probabili tic word Lgrarn and detern1ini tic finite tate grammar. The 

word -gram based recognizer uses a single lexical tree with 2-gram constraint on the 

first pass, and performs stack decoding with word 3-gram on the second pass. On the 

other hand the grammar based r cognizer uses a category-wise tree lexicon together 

with category-pair constraint on the first pass , and applies the full grammar constraint 

on the second pass. The grammar-based systern can be considered as a special case of 

the word N-gram based system, where word connections arc given deterministically. So 

these implementations are very straight-forward and general in that it realizes the same 

algorithm over the different language models with only slight modification. 

The superiority of this two-pass search strategy over the ·onventional methods is 

clearly significant . In word N-gram based system, the workspace needed for the search 

87 
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was reduced frorn 400;\IB to 30 IB without any accuracy loss. In gran1rnar based system, 

the same accuracy with one-pass search was achieved with far less bean1 width. Other 

search techniques for LVCSR such as enveloped best-first search, approxin1ate handlincr b 

of inter-word context dependency, 1-gram factoring are also implernentccl to achieve high 

perfonnance. 

The multi-pass search strategy has a disadvantage that the process overhead delays 

the turn-around response. As the whole input rnust be processed beforehand, the later 

search cannot be started before the user finishes the input. HoY\'ever, our search algorithm 

perforn1s efficient stack decoding which completes in a mmnent (less than one second) for 

most san1ples and no significant delay was found. 

We have also studied a new acoustic model called phonetic tied-n1ixture rnoclel for 

efficient decoding. By sharing the Gaussian sets among states based on the monophone 

topology and introducing Gaussian pruning, the acoustic computation cost was remark

ably reduced to ahnost 20% without any accuracy loss. As the output probabilities of all 

possible states can be con1puted and stored on the first pass, the second pass proceeds 

fast even with context-dependent models. 

Based on the studies above, we have deYeloped a portable recognition software for 

both word N-gram and finite automaton gran1mar. The former is named .Julius and the 

latter is named Julian. They have a general interface to Yarious language n1odels (word 

N-grarn and DFA grarnmar for each) and acoustic models (HMM) . which is helpful for 

irnplcmrnting various speech recognition systems. These recognition engines serves as a 

common platfonn to evaluate various models through recognition experiments. Julius 

is adopted as a platform engine of Japanese Dictation Toolkit Project. In this project, 

our Japanese dictation system has achieved word accuracy of 95% in the 20,000-word 

dictation task, and 90 Yc in speed of almost real time. The system also works for even 

larger vocabulary (60,000 tested) with a little additional computational cost. 
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